Cohomological lower bounds for isoperimetric functions on groups  by Gersten, S.M.
sThe Dehn function of a finite presentation is the minimal isoperimetric function for a finite presentation of the
group G (see [15, 18]).
tThere is also the reduced l
=
-cohomology, where one factors out by the closure of the image of the coboundary
map. This group plays no role in the theory of isoperimetric inequalities.
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If the finitely presented group G splits over the finitely presented sub-group C, then classes are constructed in
H2
(=)
(G) which reflect the splitting and which serve as lower bounds for isoperimetric functions for G. It is proved
that H2
(=)
(G)"0 for all word hyperbolic groups G. A converse is obtained for the combination theorem for
hyperbolic groups of Bestvina—Feighn. The Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence for l
=
-cohomology associated to
a splitting of a group is established. Metabolic groups are introduced as finitely presented groups G such that H2
(=)
(G, A)"0 for all normed abelian coefficient groups A and such groups G are shown to be characterized by
possessing ‘‘thin’’ combings. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
1. INTRODUCTION
When M. Bridson and I were preparing our joint article [9], I remarked that the use of
corridors, which are associated with a homomorphism G{Z, to obtain lower bounds for
the Dehn functions of a finite presentation for the group G, was fundamentally a co-
homological construction. The method was by no means new; it had been used in section
7 of [4] and in [15], where I gave an example of a 1-relator group with a Dehn function
which grows faster than any iterated exponential. Perhaps the most effective use has been
made by Rips in his geometric proof of the Novikov—Boone theorem (unpublished). Bridson
suggested I should work out these ideas, and this article is the result.
The proper cohomological context for isoperimetric functions is the l=~cohomology
worked out in [16] and summarized in [19] (for 1(p(R the l
p
-cohomology for groups
has been discussed by Gromov [29]). If the group G possesses an Eilenberg—MacLane space
X of type K(G, 1) where X is a CW-complex with a finite n-skeleton X(n), then Hi
(=)
(G) is
defined for i)n by taking uniformly bounded cellular cocycles on XI , the universal cover of
X, modulo the image under coboundary of uniformly bounded cochains.t Unless otherwise
indicated in the notation, Z-coefficients are understood (it is shown in Appendix C that the
H2
(=)
is the same with either Z or R coefficients). Since the article [16] never appeared in
print (the first 18 pages were published separately as [17], and the paper itself is available on
my homepage), the results are summarized in section 2 below. Of particular importance
here is the connection with isoperimetric functions, since a class in H2
(=)
gives a lower bound
for the Dehn function of a finite presentation for G. If the cohomology class is zero, this
lower bound is linear; this gives no further information about areas, since the Dehn function
always grows at least linearly, unless the Cayley graph is actually a tree (see [20, section 9]).
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Note that the groups H i
(=)
are quasi-isometry invariants [16]; in particular, the lower
bounds obtained from H2
(=)
do not depend on a given finite presentation for G.
A word of caution is appropriate here. The groups H|
(=)
(G) must be carefully distin-
guished from the bounded cohomology groups H|
"
(G,R) of Gromov [27]. In fact, there are
natural maps H|
"
(G,R)PH| (G,R)PH|
=
(G,R) where H|(G,R)"H|(X,R) is the usual
Eilenberg—MacLane cohomology, and the composition of these two maps is zero in
positive degrees [16]. For example, H1
"
(G,R)"0 for every group G, but H1
(=)
(G) is at least
as large as the character group Hom(G,Z) and usually much larger; its dimension is the
cardinality of the continuum if G"Z [16]. One way of understanding the difference is that
an n-cell for defining either bounded cohomology or Eilenberg—MacLane cohomology
is an arbitrary (n#1)-tuple of elements of G, whereas these elements must be the vertices of
the lift of an n-cell of X under the covering map XI PX in the l=-case. Thus the diameter
of an n-cell in the latter case is bounded in the word metric of the 1-skeleton XI (1) if X(n) is
finite.
In section 3, I give the main construction. If C is a finitely generated group equipped
with a finite set of generators, then a choice of vertex v0 of the Cayley graph ! determines
a 1-cocycle f3Z1
(=)
(C) by the rule f (e)"d (v0, L1e)!d (v0, L0e), where d(v, v@) is the distance
in the word metric of !.
If the finitely presented group G acts without inversion of edges on the simplicial tree
„ and if the stabilizer C"G
e
of the oriented edge e of „ is finitely presented, then I define
a suspension operation Z1
(=)
(C) &PZ2(=) (G). In particular this applies to the cocycle f asso-
ciated to the word metric on C and base point v0 and produces the 2-cocycle & f3Z2(=) (G). If
a van Kampen diagram D in G, lifted to the universal cover XI , contains precisely one
corridor c mapping to the edge e of „, then for suitable choice of base point v0 we shall see
that the evaluation S&f, c2 (D)T gives a useful lower bound for the area of the corridor c and
hence a lower bound for the area of D itself; here c2(D) is the 2-chain determined by D in
C2 (XI ). The construction can be applied to any number of edges of „ simultaneously, and
this gives useful lower bounds for the area of a van Kampen diagram.
In section 4, I examine the vanishing of the class of & f in a suitable neighborhood of the
edge e. Precisely, XI contains the subcomplex N
e
":K (GL
0
e)XK(Ge)]IXK (GL1e), where
K(A) is the universal cover of an appropriate Eilenberg—MacLane space of type K(A, 1) for
the group A. If the restriction of the class of & f to N
e
vanishes, then the diagonal imbedding
G
e
PGL
0
e]GL
1
e is a quasi-isometric imbedding of groups.
I prove in section 5 that H2
(=)
(G)"0 if G is a word hyperbolic group in the sense of
Gromov [28]. The argument is an adaptation of the method introduced in [33], where it
was established that the map H2
"
(G)PH2 (G) is surjective if G is hyperbolic. Although the
methods of proof are similar, the statements of the results are very different. By way of
contrast, the bounded cohomology for nonelementary hyperbolic groups tends to be very
large (see [10, 12]). My result on H2
(=)
(G) can be regarded as a cohomological analog of the
linear isoperimetric inequality, which characterizes hyperbolic groups among finitely pre-
sented groups. What I actually demonstrate is the stronger result (Theorem 5.5) that there is
a natural short exact sequence
0PH1
(=)
(G)PC1
(=)
(G)/B1
(=)
(G) dPZ2(=)(G)P0
for G hyperbolic which splits set theoretically on the right and such that the splitting arises
from a map p : Z2
(=)
(G)PC1
(=)
(G) which is a bounded map for these normed abelian groups.
A feature of this is that the splitting is not necessarily additive, even when considered
modulo B1
(=)
(G). I call the existence of this bounded nonadditive splitting the ‘‘strong
vanishing’’ of H2
(=)
(G) for the hyperbolic group G.
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sI have shown since this paper was written that strong vanishing of H2
(=)
(G) is equivalent to G being hyperbolic; see
Appendix D.
In section 6, I present some partial results toward a converse to the preceding result. I do
not know any example of a finitely presented group G with H2
(=)
(G)"0 which is not
hyperbolic.s What I prove here is that if the coboundary d :C1
(=)
(G)PZ2
(=)
(G) admits
a (nonadditive) splitting p which is a bounded map for these normed abelian groups (so
Ep(z)E)CEzE= for constant C and all z3Z2(=)(G) for the appropriate norms on these
groups), then all essential hallways, in the sense of [5], satisfy a linear isoperimetric
inequality with the same isoperimetric constant. Making use of results of [5], I prove the
combination theorem (Theorem 6.4) that states that if the group G acts cocompactly on the
simplicial tree „ without inverting edges so that the vertex and edge stabilizers are
hyperbolic and if the edge stabilizers are quasi-isometrically imbedded in the vertex
stabilizers, then G is hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly. It follows that under the
assumption of quasi-isometric imbeddings of edge stabilizers in hyperbolic vertex stabiliers,
the annular flare condition of [5], the strong vanishing of H2
(=)
(G), the linear isoperimetric
inequality for essential hallways, and the hyperbolicity of G are all equivalent
(Corollary 6.7).
In section 7, I give some examples of nonvanishing theorems for l=-cohomology. I prove
that if the torsion-free group G acts properly discontinuously and cocompactly by simplicial
isometries on the CAT(0) simplicial complex X and if X is not hyperbolic as a metric space,
then H2
(=)
(G)O0. Also, if H is a quasi-convex subgroup of the hyperbolic group G, I prove
that the restriction map H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(H) is a split surjection. It follows that H1
(=)
(G) is at
least as large as H1
(=)
(Z) for every infinite hyperbolic group G.
In section 8, I show by example that H2
(=)
(Z2) is a very large group. In section 9, I prove
a Mayer—Vietoris theorem for l=-cohomology. One reason for including this section is to
give an interpretation of the suspension operation & of section 3 as the coboundary (up to
sign) in the Mayer—Vietoris sequence. In section 10, I give cohomological interpretations for
word metrics not to be distorted in including a subgroup in the ambient group. The main
result is Corollary 10.3 which states that a finitely generated sub-group H of the hyperbolic
group G is quasi-convex iff the restriction homomorphism H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(H) is surjective.
In section 11, I prove that the fundamental group G of a finite aspherical 2-complex is
hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly.
In section 12, I introduce the universal l= 2-cocycle of a finitely presented group G and
prove that its vanishing in l=-cohomology is sufficient for G to be hyperbolic. I call a finitely
presented group G metabolic if H2
(=)
(G, A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A (trivial
G-action is understood here). I show that metabolic groups are hyperbolic, but I have been
unable to prove the converse except in special cases.
In section 13, I prove that metabolic groups satisfy the linear isoperimetric inequality for
cycles in all dimensions and that all l=-cohomology groups for all coefficients in degrees
at least 2 vanish; the corresponding assertions for general hyperbolic groups are open
question.
Appendix A shows that hyperbolic groups can be characterized by linear bounds on
fillings of 1-cycles (rather than by linear bounds on areas of van Kampen diagrams, the
usual definition). Appendix B shows that thin combings on surface groups have some
surprising properties. Appendix C contains the relevant definitions of normed abelian
groups, and makes deductions from the long exact coefficient sequence for l=-cohomology
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associated to a proper short exact sequence of normed abelian groups. Appendix D updates
this paper to May 1997.
2. REVIEW OF l
=
-COHOMOLOGY
Let G be a group and assume that X is an Eilenberg—MacLane space of type K (G, 1)
with finite n-skeleton X(n). Let XI be the universal cover of X and let C i
(=)
(XI , Z) (resp.
C i
(=)
(XI ,R)) be the subgroup of cellular i-cochains h such that there is a number M
h
’0 with
Dh(p) D)M
h
for all i-cells p. One checks that the coboundary dh is in C i`1
(=)
(XI , Z) if i(n and
one defines cocycles Zi
(=)
and coboundaries Bi
(=)
"d (C i~1
(=)
) and cohomology
Hi
(=)
"Zi
(=)
/Bi
(=)
as usual. If i"n, this makes sense as well since the condition dh"0 does
not require finiteness conditions on the (n#1)-cells of X to formulate.
We quote below known results. A quasi-isometry ( f, f @ ) of finitely generated groups G,
G@ is a pair of maps f : GPG@, f @ :G@PG such that there are positive constants j, e with
d@( f (x), f (y)) jd (x, y)#e for all x, y3G, d ( f @ (x@), f @(y@)) jd@ (x@, y@)#e for all x@, y@3G@,
and such that the compositions f ° f @ and f @ ° f are within e of the relevant maps. Here d, d@
denote the word metrics for given finite sets of generators of G, G@.
2.1. [2, 29] Let ( f, f @) be a quasi-isometry of finitely generated groups G, G@. If G has
a K(G, 1) with finite n-skeleton, then G@ also has a K(G@, 1) with finite n-skeleton.
2.2. [16] If ( f, f @) is a quasi-isometry of finitely generated groups G, G@ and if X, X@ are
Eilenberg—MacLane spaces of type K(G, 1), K(G@, 1) with finite n-skeletons, then there
are induced inverse isomorphisms f i
|
: Hi
(=)
(XI @,Z)PHi
(=)
(XI , Z) and f @ i
|
: Hi
(=)
(XI , Z)P
Hi
(=)
(XI @,Z) for i)n. An analogous result holds for real coefficients.
As a consequence, the groups Hi
(=)
(XI , Z) depend only on G for i)n and I denote them
by Hi
(=)
(G, Z) or more simply Hi
(=)
(G). One has similar results for real coefficients and the
corresponding quasi-isometry invariant real vector spaces are denoted Hi
(=)
(G,R).
2.3. [16] There are canonical homomorphisms Hi
"
(G,R)PHi(G,R) for all i and
Hi(G,R)PHi
(=)
(G,R) for i)n and the composition of these maps is zero for i’0.
Let us briefly indicate how the map Hi(G,R)PHi
(=)
(G,R) arises. A class in Hi(G,R) is
represented by a periodic cocycle z3C i (XI , R), that is to say that z is invariant under the
action of the covering group G. If i)n, then X(n) is finite, so there are only finitely many
orbits on i-cells of XI under the action of G. It follows that z takes a finite, hence bounded, set
of values on these orbits and hence z3Zi
(=)
(XI ,R).
In general the map Hi(G,R)PHi
(=)
(G,R) is neither injective nor surjective. However
there are two situations where something further can be said.
2.4. [16] The map H1 (G,R)PH1
(=)
(G,R) is injective for every finitely generated group G.
2.5. [16] If G is an amenable group, then the natural maps Hi(G,R)PHi
(=)
(G,R) are
injective when defined.
We shall consider mainly the case n"2 in this article, that is, the case of finitely
presented groups. Thus if G is a finitely presented group, than Hi
(=)
(G) are defined for i)2
and are independent of choice of a finite presentation of G. Our interest in them arises from
the connection with isoperimetric functions. Fix a finite presentation P for G. Then the
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2-complex XP canonically associated toP is the 2-skeleton of an Eilenberg—MacLane space
X of type K (G, 1), and X(2)"XP is a finite complex.
If w is an edge circuit in XI (1) then w can be filled by a singular disc diagram DPXI (2).
The area Area (D) of D is the number of 2-cells in the domain in D and Area(w) is the
minimum area of all such diagrams D filling w.
The function f :NPN is an isoperimetric function forP if f (n)*Area(w) for all circuits
w of length l (w) n. The minimal isoperimetric function of P is called the Dehn function.
The effect of changing presentations is given by the following result.
2.6. [15] IfP,P @ are two finite presentations for the finitely presented group G and if f is an
isoperimetric function forP, then there are positive constants A, B, C, D, and E such that f @
is an isoperimetric function for P@, where f @(n)"Af (Bn#C)#Dn#E.
In one defines a relation f @( f among functions by the relation f @ (n)
Af (Bn#C)#Dn#E for suitable constants A, B, C, D, E and for all n3N and the
equivalence relation f @&f if both f @( f and f( f @, then it follows that the Dehn functions
of two finite presentations of G are equivalent in this sense. More generally, the same
equivalence relation holds for the Dehn functions of quasi-isometric finitely presented
groups [1, 37].
2.7. [16] Let X be an Eilenberg—MacLane space of type K (G, 1) with X(2) finite and let
z3Z2
(=)
(XI ). Let w be an edge circuit in XI (1) and let k : DPXI be a singular disc diagram
filling of w. Then DSz, k
|
c
2
(D)TD)EzE
=
Area(w). Here c
2
(D) is the cellular 2 chain associated
with D and EzE
=
is the sup norm of the values of z as a function on 2-cells of XI .
Let us indicate the proof of this important fact. Note first that the left-hand side
Sz, k
|
c
2
(D)T is independent of the filling D since z is a cocycle. Thus we can choose the
filling D to be of minimal area, and for this choice we have DSz, k
|
c
2
(D)TD)EzE
=
Area
(D)"EzE
=
Area(w), completing the proof.
2.8. [16] If z"dh where h3C1
(=)
(X3 ) then for every edge circuit w in XI (1) and every filling
k : DPXI of w we have DSz, k
|
c
2
(D)TD)EhE
=
l(w).
Here is the proof. We calculate Sz, k
|
c
2
(D)T"Sdh, k
|
c
2
(D)T"Sh, k
|
Lc
2
(D)T"
Sh, c
1
(w)T where c
1
(w) is the 1-chain associated to w. But clearly DSh, c
1
(w)TD)EhE
=
l (w)
and the result follows.
Thus we see that cocycles in Z2
(=)
(G) give lower bounds for the Dehn function of a finite
presentation and this lower bound is linear for l
=
-coboundaries. In the next section we shall
see how a splitting of G over a finitely presented subgroup produces cocycles in Z2
(=)
(G).
3. SPLITTINGS AND l
=
-COCYCLES
We begin by constructing cocycles in Z1
(=)
(C) for the finitely generated group C. Suppose
that S"S~1 is a finite set of generators for C and that ! is the corresponding Cayley graph.
We assume ! is the 1-skeleton of the universal cover XI P
0
of the 2-complex XP
0
canonically
associated to the presentation P
0
of C (so we take a set of defining relations among the
generators S for C). Recall that the set of vertices »(!) is identified with G as a left G-set and
that an edge of ! is a triple (c, s, c@) where c, c@3G, s3S, and cs"c@. We see then that
Z1(XI P
0
) consists of 1-cochains on ! which vanish on 1-cycles of ! and Z1
(=)
(C)"Z1
(=)
(XP
0
)
consists of those 1-cocycles whose values are bounded.
Fix a vertex c
0
of ! as base point and define the function f on edges of ! by
f (c, s, c@)"d(c
0
, c@)!d(c
0
, c), where d denotes the word metric. This function is clearly
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a 1-cocycle on XI P
0
since the sum of its values around an edge-circuit is 0, and f3Z1
(=)
with
E f E
=
"1. Furthermore if c is a geodesic edge-path starting from c
0
and ending at the
vertex c, we have S f, cT"d (c
0
, c)"l(c), the length of the path c; here we have denoted the
cellular 1-chain determined by c by the same symbol.
Suppose now that the finitely presented group G splits over the finitely presented
subgroup C. This means either G is an amalgam A
|C
B or an HNN extension A
|C
. In this
case one can verify that A and B are finitely presented groups. In this case we take the
presentation P
0
for C to be finite.
We give the details of the construction that follows for the HNN case G"A
|C
, and
remark that the amalgam case involves only notational changes. Choose a finite presenta-
tionP for A so thatP
0
is a subpresentation ofP, and extend the 2-complex XP canonically
associated to P to an Eilenberg—MacLane space X, so X(2)"XP. We are given the
subgroup C(A and an isomorphism / of C with a subgroup /(C)(A. We form the
presentation Q with generators those of A together with one additional generator t and
whose relations are those of P together with the additional relations tst~1"/
|
(s), where
s3S. Here /
|
(s) is a word in the generators of A representing the group element /(s). Thus
X and XQ both contain XP so we can take their union XXXQ and extend it to an
Eilenberg—MacLane space ‰ of type K(G, 1) by adding cells of dimension 3 and higher. It is
the universal cover ‰I of ‰ that shall interest us, and we proceed to unravel its geometry.
The given splitting of G over C is equivalent to the action of G on a simplicial tree
„ without edge inversions and with one orbit of edges under the G-action. The edge
stabilizers are all the conjugate subgroups of C in G. The tree „ can be imbedded in ‰I so
that „ is a retract of ‰3 (see [35]); denote this retraction by o :‰I P„. We fix the edge e of
„ with stabilizer subgroup G
e
"C. Then o~1(L
0
e) is a copy of X3 and the preimage of the
edge e itself contains a copy of !]Is , with ! the Cayley graph of C. In fact, every 2-cell of
‰I which maps by o onto e is necessarily contained in this copy of !]Is . In particular,
corresponding to the oriented edge g"(c, s, c@) of ! is the oriented 2-cell g@ of !]IL‰I
with attaching map labelled by the word tst~1/
|
(s)~1.
We can now define the map & :Z1
(=)
(C)PZ2
(=)
(‰I ). If f3Z1
(=)
(C) and g, g@ are as above,
we define &f (g@ )"f (g) for each such oriented 1-cell g of !, and we demand that & f vanish on
all open 2-cells of ‰I not contained in o~1(e). Thus the 2-cochain & f is supported on o~1(e).
PROPOSITION 3.1. If f3Z1
(=)
(C) then & f3Z2
(=)
(‰I ).
Proof. In order to show that & f is a cocycle, it suffices to prove that & f vanishes on all
2-boundaries of ‰I . But ‰3 is contractible, so B
2
(‰I )"Z
2
(‰I )"H
2
(‰I (2)). By the Hurewicz
theorem, which applies since ‰I (2) is simply connected, H
2
(‰I (2))"n
2
(‰I (2)). Also, n
2
(‰I (2)) is
generated additively by classes of spherical diagrams, that is, by combinatorial maps of
cellulations of S2 into ‰I (2). Suppose then that h :S2P‰I (2) is a spherical diagram and
consider the composition o ° h : S2P„. Choose an interior point p in the edge e of „ and let
” be the preimage of e under o ° h. By transversality, it follows that ” is a 1-manifold
properly imbedded in S2, hence ” is the disjoint union of a finite number of circle
components. Let ”
0
be one of these connected components and let A be the union of all
1-and 2-cells of S2 which meet ”
0
; A is topologically an annulus.
We have from the definition of & f the identity S&f, h
|
c
2
(A)T"S f, h
|
L
0
AT, where L
0
A is
the 1-cycle in S2 composed of edges of the closure of A which map by o ° h to the vertex L0e
of „ and where c
2
(A) is the cellular 2-chain determined by A. On the other hand, f is
a 1-cocycle of XI P
0
and h
|
L
0
A is a 1-cycle on !, so S f, h
|
L
0
AT"0. Since this holds for
every connected component of ”, and since & f is supported on o~1(e)(2), it follows
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that S&f, h
|
c
2
(S2)T"0. Thus & f vanishes on boundaries, and it follows that & f is a
2-cocyle.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that &f is an l
=
-cocycle. But
E&fE
=
"E fE
=
(R since f3Z1
(=)
(!), and the proof is complete. K
PROPOSITION 3.2. „he homomorphism & factors through l
=
-coboundaries to give
a homomorphism H1
(=)
(C)PH2
(=)
(G).
Proof. It suffices to prove that & (B1
(=)
(C))-B2
(=)
(G)":B2
(=)
(‰I ). Suppose then that h is
a bounded function on C"»(!). We define a 1-cochain &h on ‰I as follows. Given the
vertex c3!, there is a unique oriented edge g
c
of ‰I with L
0
g
c
"c and such that o(g
c
)"e.
We set &h(g
c
)"h(c) and define &h to be zero otherwise. One checks then that
d(&h)"& (dh). Since E&hE
=
"EhE
=
, it follows that &h3C1
(=)
(‰I ) and the proof is com-
plete. K
Suppose now that h :DPY3 is a van Kampen diagram; for simplicity we assume that D is
a topological disc, so h is a combinatorial map of the cellulated disc D to ‰I . Composing
with the retraction o :‰I P„, we get the map o ° h :DP„. If p is an interior point of the
edge e of „, then its preimage”"(o ° h)~1(p) under o ° h is a 1-manifold properly imbedded
D. Thus ” consists of the disjoint union of a finite number of arcs properly imbedded in
D and a finite number of circles in the interior of D. Choose one of these arc components
”
0
and take the union of all 1-and 2-cells of D which meet ”
0
. This union c was called
a corridor in [9], and c is topologically I]Is . What we want to do is to obtain a cohomologi-
cal estimate for Area(c), the number of 2-cells of c, and hence get a lower bound for Area(D).
Suppose that the corridor c meets the boundary LD in the two edges e
1
and e
2
, so
o ° h (e1)"o ° h(e2)"e and o ° h(L0e1)"o ° h (L0e2)"L0e. Then either of the two arcs on
LD joining L
0
e
1
to L
0
e
2
is labelled by an element of C"G
e
(that is, the composition of the
labels of images of edges under h in ‰I in G is an element of C). Furthermore,
h(L
0
e
i
)"c
i
3!L‰I and the arc label above is just c~1
1
c
2
3C.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that the van Kampen diagram h : DP‰I is such that there is
precisely one corridor c in (o ° h)~1(e), where e in an edge of the tree „. „hen there is
a 2-cocycle z3Z2
(=)
(‰I )"Z2
(=)
(G) with EzE
=
"1 such that DSz, h
|
c
2
(D)TD"d!(c1, c2), with
c
1
, c
2
as above, and such that z is supported on o~1(e).
Proof of Proposition 3.3. We take the vertex c
1
as the base point for ! and define the
1-cocycle f3Z1
(=)
(C) by f (c, s, c @ )"d! (c1, c @)!d! (c1, c) as at the beginning of this section.
Letting z"&f3Z2
(=)
(‰I ), we see that Sz, h
|
c
2
(D)T"Sz, h
|
c
2
(c)T since z is supported on
o~1(e) and since C is the unique corridor in (o ° h)~1(e) (the contributions from the circle
components of ” are all zero). But Sz, h
|
c
2
(c)T"S f, h
|
L
0
cT"$d!(c1, c2), where L0c is the
1-chain on the boundary of c mapped under o ° h to L0e; the last equality follows from the
discussion in the second paragraph of section 3. Since EzE
=
"E f E
=
"1, this completes
the proof. K
Remark. It follows from this result and 2.7 above that Area(D)*d!(c1, c2). In general, if
there is more than one corridor in (o ° h)~1 (e), then there can be cancellation in their
contributions and the lower bound is compromised. There is one situation where one can
combine contributions from different edges of „ to get better lower bounds, which we now
formulate.
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Definition. Let h :DP‰I be a van Kampen diagram where D is a topological disc.
Consider the collection of all corridors in D determined by all of the edges of „ and let * be
the dual graph for this decomposition of D. Recall that a vertex of * is a connected
component of the complement of the union of all the corridors, and two vertices are
connected by an edge if corresponding components are adjacent across a corridor (that is, if
there is a corridor whose closure meets both components). The graph * is a tree since D is
simply connected, and * can be imbedded in D so that D retracts onto *. The map h : DP‰I
factors to give a map of trees hM : *P„ so that one has a commutative diagram
D h&" ‰I
B Bo
* h1&" „
where the vertical arrow on the left is the retraction DP*. We say that the diagram h is of
immersive type if the factorization h1 is an immersion of graphs.
If c is a corridor of D associated with the edge e of „, and if c
1
, c
2
are the vertices of
! determined as above by where c meets LD, then we define d (c)"d! (c1, c2)
Example. The essential hallways considered in [5] are diagrams of immersive type.
THEOREM 3.4. ‚et h :DP‰I be a van Kampen diagram with D a topological disc such that
h is of immersive type. „hen there is a cocycle z3Z2
(=)
(‰I ) with EzE
=
"1 so that
Sz, h
|
c
2
(D)T"+ cd (c), where the sum is over all corridors in D associated with all edges of „.
Proof. Since h1 is an immersion of trees, it follows that to each edge e of „ is associated at
most one corridor c of D (take c
e
to be empty if there is no corridor mapped to e by o ° h). Let
z
e
3Z2
(=)
(‰I ) be the 2-cocycle supported in o~1(e) which was produced in Proposition 3.3, so
we have Sz
e
, c
2
(D)T"$d(c
e
). Up to possibly changing the sign of z
e
, we may assume the
plus sign holds for all edges e. If there is no corridor associated to the edge e, we take z
e
"0.
Since the supports of the cocycles z
e
are disjoint, it follows that the collection Mz
e
N
determines a 2-cocycle z3Z2
(=)
(‰I ) with EzE
=
"1 so that the restriction of z to o~1(e) is
z
e
for all edges e of „ and so that z is supported on Z
e
o~1 (e). For this cocycle we have
Sz, h
|
c
2
(D)T"+ cd (c), and the proof is complete. K
Example. A well-known example where this last result applies is the Baumslag—Solitar
group G given by the presentation St,x Dtxt~1"x2T. We view this in the usual way as an
HNN extension Z
|Z
with stable letter t. The tree „ is an infinite trivalent directed tree, with
one edge directed in and two edges directed out of each vertex. Consider the word
w
n
"[tnxt~n,x] which is a loop in the Cayley graph !. It is easy to see that w
n
is filled by
a van Kampen diagram D
n
of immersive type. The corresponding map h1 :*P„ is such that
* is a interval of length 2n of R subdivided at integral points, and the immersion h1 moves
n units inwards then n units outwards in terms of the orientation of the directed tree „. The
lower bound given in Theorem 3.4 is in fact equal to Area (D
n
)"2(2n!1), confirming that
the Dehn function grows exponentially [11, 15].
4. LOCAL VANISHING OF COHOMOLOGY CLASSES
We preserve the notations of the last section, so the finitely presented group G splits over
the finitely presented subgroup C, ‰ is a space of type K(G, 1) and o :‰I P„ is the retraction
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to the simplicial tree „ acted on by G, constructed from the given splitting of G. We fix an
oriented edge e of „ stabilized by C, so o~1(e)(2)"!]Is , where ! is the Cayley graph of
C for given generators S. We have here !Lo~1 (L
0
e), where o~1 (L
0
e) is the universal cover
of a space of type K (GL
0
e , 1). Similarly, o~1(L1e) is the universal cover of a space of type
K(GL
0
e , 1).
We shall call N
e
":o~1 (eXL
0
eXL
1
e) the environment of e in ‰I . If f3Z1
(=)
(C) the
1-cocycle constructed from the word metric on ! in the second paragraph of section 3, we
are interested in interpreting what it means for the restriction to N
e
of 2-cocycle & f to
vanish in cohomology, that is, when there is an l
=
-1-cochain h3C1
(=)
(N
e
) so that dh"& f
on N
e
. The question is of interest since it gives a necessary condition for the class of & f to
vanish in H2
(=)
(‰I ).
Let A"GL
0
e and let B"GL
1
e , so we have inclusions C"Ge(A and C(B (in the
HNN case, B is conjugate to A in G and the second inclusion is the composition of the first
inclusion C(A with the conjugation A:B inside G). It follows that there is a canonical
injective homomorphism CPA]B such composition with the two projections of the
product give the two inclusion homomorphisms.
THEOREM 4.1. …ith the notations as above, assume that the restriction of the 2-cocycle &f
to the environment N
e
of e is zero in H2
(=)
(N
e
); here f is a 1-cocycle in Z1
(=)
(C) constructed from
the word metric. „hen the canonical inclusion CPA]B is a quasi-isometric imbedding of
groups.
Proof. Recall the definition of f. In the Cayley graph ! for C we choose the vertex c
0
as
base point and let f (c, s, c@ )"d! (c0, c@)!d!(c0, c). The assumption on & f in the theorem
means there is a 1-cocycle h3Z1
(=)
(N
e
) with dh"& f and with M": EhE
=
(R. The
argument for 2.8 above shows that if k : DPN
e
is a van Kampen diagram then
DS&f, k
|
c
2
(D)TD)M )l (LD), where l(LD) is the number of edges in the boundary cycle of D.
We shall now apply this inequality to suitable choices of D.
Let c be a geodesic path in ! beginning at c
0
and ending at the vertex c
1
, and let a be
a geodesic path in o~1(L
0
e)(1) connecting the same end points. There are unique edges q
0
, q
1
of o~1(e) beginning at c
0
, c
1
respectively and mapped by o to e. Let b be a geodesic path in
o~1(L
1
e) (1) connecting these endpoints. Consider the edge-circuit w"aq
1
b~1q~1
0
of N
e
.
This can be filled in N
e
by a van Kampen diagram D containing a single corridor c. Namely,
across from c in the Cayley graph of the isomorphic copy of C in B is the path c@. Then ac~1
can be filled in A, c@b~1 can be filled in B, and cq
1
c@~1q~1
0
is the boundary circuit of the
corridor c. These three fillings combine to give a filling k : DPN
e
of the circuit w (Fig. 1).
Observe that d (c)"l(c) in the notation of section 3. We now apply Proposition 3.3 and
the inequality of the preceding paragraph to obtain l(c)"d(c) M(l(a)#l (b)#2). But
this means that DcD
C
)M( DcD
A
#DcD
B
#2) for all c3C, where DcD
C
"d!(1, c) is the word metric
in C, and similarly, DcD
A
and DcD
B
are the word metrics in A and B, respectively. Since C injects
in both A and B, none of these numbers is 0 unless c"1, so we can increase the constant
M if necessary to obtain the inequality DcD
C
)M@( DcD
A
#DcD
B
) for all c3C and constant M@.
But this means that the inclusion C(A]B is a quasi-isometric imbedding, and the proof is
complete. K
COROLLARY 4.2. ‚et the finitely presented group G splits as A
|C
B (resp. A
|C
) where C is
a finitely presented subgroup. ‚et f be a 1-cocycle constructed from the word metric on C, as
above. If & f represents 0 in H2
(=)
(G), then the diagonal inclusion C(A]B (respectively
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Fig. 1.
C(A]A, given by c>(c,/c), where / :CPA is the injective homomorphism implicit in the
HNN extension A
|C
) is a quasi-isometric imbedding.
Remark. Quasi-isometric imbeddings of groups can be very complicated. An example is
given in [21] of a finitely presented subgroup H of an automatic group G where the
imbedding H(G is quasi-isometric but where the area is distorted. In the example H has
an exponential Dehn function.
There is a partial converse for Theorem 4.1 which we shall now discuss. We preserve the
notations of the beginning of this section, so N
e
is the environment of the edge e of the tree
„. We have G
e
(GL
0
e]GL
1
e":P given by the diagonal imbedding determined by the two
inclusion homomorphisms. It will be convenient to assume that the given finite set of
generators for G
e
is contained as a subset of each of the finite sets of generators for GL
0
e ,
GL
1
e so that in Ne
"K(GL
0
e
'C , 1)XK(G
e
, 1
'C )]IXK(GL
1
e
'C , 1) we have the Cayley graph ! of G
e
contained in K(GL
i
e
'C , 1) as K (G
e
, 1)(1)
'C
]MiN for i"0, 1.
If S
0
, S
1
are the given finite generating sets of GL
0
e , GL
1
e respectively, then these determine
generators S
0
]M1NXM1N]S
1
for P, and the corresponding word metric on P determines
a left invariant metric d on G
e
(P. It is important to note that the metric d is distorted from
any word metric on the subgroup G
e
, so this metric bears no relation to its word metric in
general. Denote the word metrics for the given generators S
i
on GL
i
e by di
, i"0, 1.
Next choose a vertex c
0
as a base point for ! and define the 1-cocycle f3Z1
(=)
(!) by the
rule f (g)"d(c
0
, L
1
g)!d (c
0
, L
0
g) for each oriented edge g of !. As before we have its
suspension & f which we consider as restricted to the environment of e, so & f3Z2
(=)
(N
e
).
THEOREM 4.3. …ith the notations above we have & f3B2
(=)
(N
e
).
Proof. We shall define a cochain h3C1
(=)
(N
e
) and prove that dh"&f. Using the base
point c
0
3!:!]MiNLK(GL
i
e
'C , 1), we define 1-cocycles f
i
on K(GL
i
e
'C , 1) using the word
word metrics d
i
there, as at the beginning of section 3 above. The cochain h is defined to be
!f
0
on K (GL
0
e
'C , 1) and f
1
on K (GL
1
e
'C , 1). On all other edges of N
e
we set h equal to zero;
these remaining edges are of the form McN]I, where c is a vertex of !. Clearly we have
EhE
=
"1.
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sBy this we mean a word hyperbolic group, in the sense of Gromov [28], so G can be defined (in one of many
equivalent ways) as a finitely presented group which satisfies the linear isoperimetric inequality. Such groups have
also been called negatively curved in the literature.
t There may be many paths at which the maximum is achieved, but we select one from this collection and call it
w(g, g@); in fact, we shall see in Lemma 5.4 that the set of paths g to g@ where the maximum is achieved is a finite set
for each pair g, g@.
We claim that dh"& f. Note that dh vanishes on 2-cells of K (GL
i
e
'C , 1), i"0, 1, since f
i
is
a 1-cocycle there. It remains to compute dh on a product 2-cell g]I. We have
Sdh, g]IT"f
1
(g)!(!f
0
(g))
"(d
0
(c
0
, L
1
g)#d
1
(c
0
, L
1
g))!(d
0
(c
0
, L
0
g)#d
1
(c
0
, L
0
g)).
But we have d (c, c@)"d
0
(c, c@ )#d
1
(c, c@) for all c, c@3G
e
, whence Sdh, g]IT"d (c
0
, L
1
g)!
d(c
0
, L
0
g). Since &f is supported on product 2-cells, the last equation shows that dh"&f,
and the proof is complete. K
5. VANISHING THEOREM
The goal of this section is to prove that H2
(=)
(G)"0 if G is a hyperbolic group.s The
method of proof is an adaptation of the technique of maximizing paths of [33], which the
authors cite as being inspired by work of Epstein and Fujiwara [12]. Let G be a hyperbolic
group with finite set S"S~1 of generators. For a finite set of defining relators in these
generators, let P be the corresponding finite presentation for G. Imbed the 2-complex
XP canonically associated with P as the 2-skeleton of the Eilenberg—MacLane space X of
type K(G, 1). Let !"XI (1) be the Cayley graph. Recall that the linear isoperimetric
inequality means there is a constant K’0 so that Area(w) Kl(w) for all edge-circuits
w of !.
Let z be a cellular 2-cocycle on XI (Z coefficients are understood here) so that
EzE
=
"M(R. Since XI is contractible, H2 (XI , Z)"0, and hence z"dh for some
h3C1(XI ). Note that EhE
=
may be infinite.
Let g, g@ be vertices of ! and let w, c be two edge-paths, both beginning at g and both
ending at g@. Let D be a minimal area filling of the circuit c~1w. Note that
Sz,DT"Sdh,DT"Sh,wT!Sh, cT, where we abuse the notation by denoting by the
symbol D the 2-chain determined by the filling given by the same letter, and where we
similarly write w for the 1-chain determined by the edge-path denoted by this letter. It
follows that Sh,wT!Sh, cT)M Area(D) KM(l(w)#l(c)), or, equivalently,
Sh,wT!KMl(w) Sh, cT#KMl(c) . (5.1)
Now let C"2KM and note that if we fix c, then for all edge-paths w from g to g@ we have
Sh,wT!C l (w) Sh, cT#KMl(c). This means that the left-hand side of this inequality is
bounded above as w varies, so the maximum value is achieved at some path w (g, g@).t
We call w (g, g@) a maximizing path from g to g@. Thus for all paths c from g to g@
we have Sh, cT!C l (c) Sh,w (g, g@)T!C l (w(g, g@)). Thus C(l (w(g, g@))!l (c))
Sh, c~1w (g, g@)T)KM(l (c)#l(w (g, g@ ))). Solving the last inequality and recalling
C"2KM, we get
l (w (g, g@)) 3l(c). (5.2)
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LEMMA 5.3. Every subpath b of a maximizing path w(g, g@) is also maximizing for paths
connecting the end points of b.
Proof. Write w"w (g, g@)"abc and let b start at the vertex g
1
and end at the vertex g
2
.
We must show that Sh,b@T!C l (b@) Sh,bT!C l (b) for all paths b@ from g
1
to g
2
.
If not, then there is a path b@ from g
1
to g
2
with Sh,b@T!C l (b@)’Sh,bT!C l(b). If we
look at the path w@"ab@c, a calculation shows that Sh,w@T!Cl(w@)’Sh,wT!Cl(w),
contradicting the fact that w is a maximizing path. This establishes the lemma.
As a consequence of the lemma and (5.2), it follows that every subpath b of a maximizing
path satisfies l (b) 3d! (L0b, L1b). This means that every maximizing path is a (3, 0)-quasi-
geodesic, where we recall that the edge-path c is a (j, e)-quasi-geodesic (j*1, e*0) if
Di!j D)jd! (c (i), c( j))#e for all integers i, j [25]. For completeness, we record the following
result.
LEMMA 5.4. If g, g@ are two vertices of !, then there are only finitely many maximizing
paths from g to g@.
Proof. A fundamental result of hyperbolic groups states that given any constants (j, e)
there is a constant C"C (j, e) such that every (j, e)-quasi-geodesic c stays with a C-
hausdorff neighborhood N of a geodesic connecting the endpoints of c [25]. Since the
number of vertices in N is bounded, it follow that the number of such quasi-geodesic paths is
also bounded. Hence there are only finitely many maximizing paths between two vertices.
We define now w (g)"w(1, g), so w (g) is a maximizing path from the vertex 1 to the
vertex g of !. In general, if c is an edge-path in ! we define l(c)"Sh, cT!C l (c). Note that
l(w (g)) is the maximum of l (c) among all paths c from 1 to g. Note that l is not a 1-cochain;
in general l(c)O!l(c~1). The key result is the following.
LEMMA 5.5. For all g3G and s3S we have 0)l (w (gs))!l (w (g)) (g, s, gs)) 2C.
Proof. Since w (g) (g, s, gs) and w (gs) are both paths from 1 to gs and w (gs) is maximiz-
ing, we have l(w(g)) (g, s, gs))#H
1
"l (w(gs)), where H
1
*0. In addition, w(g) and
(w(gs) ( g, s, gs)~1 are both paths from 1 to g and w (g) is maximizing, so
l(w (gs)) (g, s, gs)~1#H
2
"l(w (g)), where H
2
*0. After evaluating the expressions involv-
ing l’s, we obtain from these two equalities the equation !C#H
1
"C!H
2
. This
equality, together with the fact that H
1
and H
2
are nonnegative, gives the inequalities
0)H
1
, H
2
)2C, completing the proof. K
We next define a 1-cochain k on XI by the rule
k(g, s, gs)"l(w(gs))!Sh, (g, s, gs)T!l(w (g))
"Sh,w(gs)T!Sh, (g, s, gs)T!Sh,w (g)T!C l(w (gs))#Cl (w(g)). (5.6)
Note that k, unlike l, is a 1-cochain, essentially because h is a 1-cochain (i.e. h (e~1)"!h(e)
for the oriented edge e).
PROPOSITION 5.7. …e have dk"!z and in addition EkE
=
)C"2MK.
Proof. Note first that k (g, s, gs)#C"l (w(gs))!l (w(g))!l ((g, s, gs))"l(w (gs))!
l(w (g)) (g, s, gs)). It follows from the preceding lemma that Dk(g, s, gs) D)C for all g3G, s3S.
This shows that EkE
=
)C.
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Next we compute dk. Suppose that r is a circuit in !, say r"e
1
e
2
2 e
m
where e
i
is an
oriented edge. Suppose that D is a filling for r. Then Sdk,DT"Sk, LDT"+m
i/1
Sk, e
i
T. But
from (5.6), the first, third, fourth and fifth terms in a sum around a circuit add up to zero,
since the sum of the first (resp. fourth) equals the sum of the third (resp. fifth) terms. It
follows that +m
i/1
Sk, e
i
T"+m
i/1
S!h, e
i
T"S!h, rT"S!h, LDT"S!dh,DT"
S!z,DT. This holds in particular if D is the characteristic map of a 2-cell of XI , and it
follows that dk"!z. This completes the proof. K
THEOREM 5.8. If G is a hyperbolic group, then H2
(=)
(G)"0. Furthermore, if P is a finite
presentation for G and X is a space of type K(G, 1) with X(2)"XP , the 2-complex canonically
associated with P, then there is a short exact sequence
0PH1
(=)
(XI )PC1
(=)
(XI )/B1
(=)
(XI ) dPZ2
(=)
(XI )P0.
where d is split by a (nonlinear) section p such that Ep (z)E)2KEzE
=
for all z3Z2
(=)
(XI ); here
K is the isoperimetric constant of the presentation P.
Remark. The norm on the quotient group C1
(=)
(XI )/B1
(=)
(XI ) is the infimum of l
=
-norms
of representatives of a coset.
Proof of „heorem 5.8. The first assertion follows immediately from Proposition 5.4. As
for the second assertion, note that it follows from the same proposition that, given
z3Z2
(=)
(XI ), we have z"!dk with EkE
=
)2MK. We recall that M"EzE
=
, so we can
define p (z)"!k3C1
(=)
(XI ). The result follows by passage to the quotient
C1
(=)
(XI )PC1
(=)
(XI )/B1
(=)
(XI ). This completes the proof. K
6. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF STRONG VANISHING OF H2
(=)
Definition 6.1. Let P be a finite presentation for the group G and let XP be the
2-complex canonically associated withP. Imbed XP as the 2-skeleton X(2) of the space X of
type K (G, 1). We say that H2
(=)
(XI ) vanishes strongly if the coboundary map
d : C1
(=)
(XI )PZ2
(=)
(XI ) is a surjection with a section p which is a bounded nonadditive map, so
Ep(z)E
=
)CEzE
=
for constant C and for all z3Z2
(=)
(XI ).
Theorem 5.5 states that H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly if G is a hyperbolic group. We shall
examine some consequences of strong vanishing in this section.
We preserve the notation from section 4, so the finitely presented group G splits over the
finitely presented subgroup C, ‰ is a complex of type K (G, 1) with ‰ (2) finite which was
constructed to reflect the splitting, and ‰I retracts equivariantly onto the simplicial G-tree
„ associated to the splitting.
PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose that H2
(=)
(‰I ) vanishes strongly and that the vertex stabilizers of
„ in G are hyperbolic groups. „hen there is a constant K
1
’0 such that if the circuit w in ‰I (1)
admits a van Kampen diagram D@ in ‰I which is a topological disc of immersive type, then
Area(w) K
1
l (w). „hat is, the linear isoperimetric inequality holds for circuits in‰I which can
be filled by diagrams of immersive type.
Proof. Consider the set of all corridors c@ in D@ associated to all edges of „ and construct
the dual tree *@ associated to this decomposition of D@. By Theorem 3.4 there exists
z3Z
(=)
(‰I ) with EzE
=
"1 such that Sz,D@T"+ c{d (c@), where the sum is over all corridors of
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D@. Here we have followed the abuse of notation of section 5 by denoting the cellular 2-chain
determined by D@ by the same letter.
Now one has z"dk, where k3C1
(=)
(‰I ) and EkE
=
)KEzE
=
"K, where K is a constant
depending only on ‰I and not on z, by the strong vanishing of H2
(=)
(‰I ). It follows from 2.8
above that +c{
d (c@) Kl(w).
Now we shall construct a new van Kampen diagram for w with the corridors c@ tightened
up. We replace c@ by a corridor c one side of which is a geodesic path in the Cayley graph of
the corresponding edge stabilizer group. The other side of c not on the boundary circuit w is
at most a constant times the length of this geodesic path. Then we fill in the circuits
involving parts of w and parts of the boundaries of the corridors c to obtain a new van
Kampen diagram D for w; the additional filling takes place inside the Cayley graphs of
vertex stabilizers, and we may assume that these latter fillings are minimal. Call these fillings
in the vertex stabilizers D
1
, D
2
,2 ,Dn , so D is the union of the Di and the new corridors c.
Note that +
i
l (LD
i
) constant. +cd(c)#l (w). Since the vertex stabilizers are assumed
hyperbolic, it follows that +
i
Area(D
i
) constant. +
i
l (LD
i
). Also, +cd(c) +c{
d (c@)
constant)l (w). Putting these inequalities together, we obtain Area(D) constant )l (w). It
follows that Area(w) K
1
l (w) for suitable constant K
1
, and the proof is complete. K
Remark. Nowhere in the argument above was it used that the edge stabilizers were
hyperbolic. Note however that Corollary 4.2 does put restrictions on the edge stabilizers G
e
,
so that the inclusions G
e
(GL
0
e]GL
1
e given by the diagonal maps are quasi-isometric
imbeddings.
Definition 6.3 (cf. [5, p. 87]). Maintaining the notations above, a van Kampen diagram
h : DP‰I with D a topological disc is an essential hallway if the induced map h1 : *P„ is an
immersion and if * is a tree with no branch points. Thus * can be identified with a finite
connected subgraph of R subdivided at interger points. We shall always assume an even
number of vertices of * labelled in order from!m to m#1. The corresponding corridors of
D are labelled c
i
for !m)i)m. We shall also assume that the left side of c
~m
and the right
side of c
m
are on LD. These will be called the left and right sides of D, respectively. Then we
have the remainder of LD labelled by two words in the generators (oriented edges of
1-skeleton of ‰) which we call (reading from left to right) u
501
and u
"05
, the top and bottom
words, respectively. The essential hallway D is called an essential annulus if u
501
"u
"05
as free
words. The reason for the terminology is that an annulus factors to give a mapping of
a topological annulus into ‰"GC‰I .
Note that in an essential annulus each of u
501
and u
"05
factors to give a map [!m,
m#1]P„ and these maps are necessarily immersions. In each case, the preimage of
a vertex i is a word which represents an element of a vertex stabilizer G
vi
. The diagram D is
said to be o-thin if lengths of the group elements determined by each of these words (which
we can and will assume geodesic in the Cayley graphs of the vertex groups) in the word
metrics of the appropriate vertex stabilizer groups are bounded above by o’0. The length
of the diagram D is the number 2m. The girth is d (c
0
). If j’1, then the hallway D is said to
be j-hyperbolic if jd (c
0
) max(d(c
~m
), d (c
m
)).
The annular flare condition is said to be satisfied if there are numbers j’1 and m*1
and a positive-valued function H (o) so that every o-thin essential annulus of length 2m and
girth at least H(o) is j-hyperbolic.
The main result of [5] states that if the group G acts cocompactly without inverting
edges on the simplicial tree „ and if the annular flare condition holds and if every inclusion
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sSee also [6] which clarifies some difficult points of [5].
of edge stabilizer in a vertex stabilizer is a quasi-isometric imbedding, then hyperbolicity of
the vertex stabilizers implies hyperbolicity of G.s
We can now state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 6.4 (Combination Theorem). Suppose that the group G acts cocompactly
without inverting edges on the simplicial tree „ so that all vertex and edge stabilizers are
hyperbolic. Suppose also that every inclusion of an edge stabilizer subgroup in a vertex
stabilizer is a quasi-isometric imbedding. „hen G is hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly.
Proof. If G is hyperbolic then H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly by Theorem 5.5, so it remains to
prove the converse. We shall do that by checking that the annular flare condition holds.
Let D be a o-thin essential annulus of length 2m. Let the corridors of D be c
~m
,
c
~m`1
,2 , cm , and let di"d (ci). Then by Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 6.2 there is
a constant K’1 independent of D so that
+
D iD)m!1
d
i
)K(d
m
#d
~m
#4m(1#o)).
Note that this can be rewritten as
+
Di D)m!1
d@
i
)K (d@
m
#d@
~m
),
where we define
d@
0
"d
0
!4K2 (1#o)!4K(1#o),
d@
i
"d
i
!2K(1#o) for iO0.
We need two subsidiary results.
LEMMA 6.5. For all m*1 and for all o’0 there exists H@(o, m)’0 so that for every
o-thin essential annulus D in ‰I of length 2m and girth d
0
*H@(o,m) we have d@
i
’0 for Di D)m.
Proof. This is a consequence of the edge stabilizers being quasi-isometrically imbedded
in the vertex stabilizers. Thus when either side path of a corridor is viewed in the adjacent
vertex stabilizer, the distance between its end points changes by at most a bounded factor
from the distance measured in the edge stabilizer. So if we make d
0
very large, where ‘‘large’’
depends on o and on m, we can assure that each of the d@
1
remains positive.
We now define k
i
"d@
i
#d@
~i
for i’0 and k
0
"d@
0
. Thus we have
r~1
+
i/0
k
i
)Kk
r
for r)m.
LEMMA 6.6. If +r~1
i/0
k
i
)Kk
r
where all k
i
’0 and r)m, then, letting b"1/K, one has
k
m
*k
0
b (1#b)m~1.
Proof. One has k
1
*bk
0
, k
2
*b (k
0
#bk
0
)*k
0
b (1#b), k
3
*b (k
0
#bk
0
#
bk
0
(1#b))"k
0
b(1#b)2, and in general one shows by induction k
r
*k
0
b (1#b)r~1 for
r)m.
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 6.4. Setting b"1/K, we let the integer m be
so large that j’1, where 3j"b (1#b)m~1. We choose d
0
’H@(o,m) for H@ determined
from Lemma 6.5, and get from the conclusion of Lemma 6.6 the inequality
d@
m
#d@
~m
*3jd@
0
. Rewrite this to obtain
d
m
#d
~m
*3jd
0
!4K(3j!1) (1#o)!12K2j(1#o).
Now let H(o,m)’H@(o, m) be chosen so that for d
0
*H(o, m) we have
4K(3j!1) (1#o)#12K2j(1#o)(jd
0
.
It follows then that d
m
#d
~m
*2jd
0
. Since a#b)2max(a, b) for a, b*0, we get finally
jd
0
)max(d
m
, d
~m
) for d
0
*H(o,m). Thus the annular flare condition is satisfied, and it
follows from [5] that G is hyperbolic, completing the proof of Theorem 6.4. K
Remark. Note that the only place in the argument above where strong vanishing of
H2
(=)
(G) was used was to guarantee the conclusion of Proposition 6.2 holds, that is, the
linear isoperimetric equality holds for essential hallways. So we can state the next result as
a corollary of the proof.
COROLLARY 6.7. Suppose that the group G acts cocompactly without inverting edges on
the simplicial tree „ so that all vertex and edge stabilizers are hyperbolic. Suppose also that
every inclusion of an edge stabilizer subgroup in a vertex stabilizer is a quasi-isometric
imbedding. „hen the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) „he annular flare condition is satisfied.
(2) „he linear isoperimetric inequality holds for essential hallways (with one isoperimetric
constant).
(3) H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly.
(4) G is hyperbolic.
Proof.
(4)N(3) This follows from Theorem 5.5.
(3)N(2) This follows from Proposition 6.2
(2)N(1) This follows from the remark immediately preceding Corollary 6.7.
(1)N(4) This is the main result of [5].
Remark. I am not reproving the combination theorem of [5] here. Rather, I showed
that, assuming the quasi-isometric imbedding of edge stabilizers in vertex stabilizers and
assuming the vertex stabilizers are hyperbolic, the group G is hyperbolic iff the annular flare
condition is satisfied. In effect then Corollary 6.7 amounts to a converse for their combina-
tion theorem. Questions from readers who were not clear on this point prompted this
remark.
COROLLARY 6.8. ‚et the group G act cocompactly on the simplicial tree „ where all vertex
stabilizers are hyperbolic and all edge stabilizers are virtually cyclic groups. „hen G is
hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly.
Proof. This follows from the previous result and the remark that if a group is hyper-
bolic, then every virtually cyclic subgroup is quasi-isometrically imbedded.
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COROLLARY 6.9. ‚et G"HJ
(
Z where H and G are hyperbolic and where /3Aut(H).
Choose a finite set of generators for H and let DhD, h3H denote the word metric for these
generators. „hen there exist m*1, j’1 and M’0 so that for all h3H with DhD*M we
have
jDhD)max ( D/m(h) D, D/~m(h) D ) . (6.10)
Proof. We can construct a finite presentation for G as an HNN extension of H with
stable letter t, so that conjugation by t represents a lift of / to an endomorphism of the free
group on the generators of H. Then we can construct a van Kampen diagram D
m
for the
relation t2m/~m(h)t~2m"/m(h) as an essential hallway of length 2m and thickness 0. Since
G and H are assumed hyperbolic and since every imbedding of edge stabilizer in vertex
stabilizer is an isomorphism, it follows from Corollary 6.7 that the annular flare condition is
satisfied. That is, there exist m*1, j’1 and M"H(m, 0)’0 so that for all h3H with
DhD*M we have jDhD(max ( D/~m(h) D, D/m(h) D).
Remark. If inequality (6.1) is satisfied for all h3H (for fixed m*1 and fixed j’1) then
the automorphism / of H is called hyperbolic. One of the main results of [5] is that the
mapping torus of a hyperbolic automorphism of a hyperbolic group is itself hyperbolic. The
preceding corollary is a partial converse for this result, so that if H and G are both
hyperbolic, then (6.10) holds provided one ignores a finite number of elements of H.
7. NONVANISHING THEOREMS
THEOREM 7.1. ‚et the torsion-free group G act properly discontinuously and cocompactly
by simplicial isometries on the CA„ (0)-simplicial complex X, where we assume that X is not
hyperbolic as a metric space. „hen H2
(=)
(G)O0.
Proof. By the theorem of Bridson—Gromov [8] X contains a flat plane P so that P is
totally geodesically imbedded in X. We have the nearest point projection o : XPP which
does not increase lengths or areas.
Now there exists a Z2-subgroup A of isometries of P which acts as a covering group of
the tours ACP (note that A has no relation to G). We triangulate ACP and lift it via the
covering projection to a triangulation „ of P equivariant for the A-action.
Now the action of G on X is cocompact, so we can mimic the proof of the simplicial
approximation theorem to find m’0 and e’0 so that for the mth-barycentric subdivision
X
m
of X the map o : XPP is e-close to a simplicial map o@ :X
m
P„. We have then the
induced map o@| :H|
(=)
(„ )PH|
(=)
(X
m
), where we mean by these groups the l
=
-simplicial
cohomology. Note that H|
(=)
(G)"H|
(=)
(X
m
) since G acts simplicially by covering trans-
formations on X
m
, so that the quotient is a finite complex of type K (G, 1).
Now the orientation class in H2(ACP)"H2 (AC„ ) lifts to a class g in H2
(=)
(„ ), so g is the
class of the 2-cocycle z3Z2
(=)
(„ ) (which assigns the value 1 to every oriented 2-simplex of
„ ). We claim that o@|(g)O0 in H2
(=)
(X
m
), which will prove the theorem.
Arguing by contradiction we assume to the contrary that o@| (g)"0. Consider a funda-
mental parallelogram p
1
for the action of A on P and the result p
n
of scaling p
1
by the
number n. The boundary circuit Lp
n
of p
n
is e-close to an edge-circuit c
n
of X(1)
n
so that the
length l (c
n
) increases linearly with n. Since o@|(g)"0, it follows from 2.8 that DSo@|(z), D@
n
TD
increases linearly with n, where D@
n
is a filling of c
n
in X
m
. But this number is DSz,o@
|
D@
n
TD, and
o@(D@
n
) is a filling of an edge-circuit c@
n
in „ (1) which is e-close to Lp
n
. It follows that the area
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enclosed by c@
n
in „, and hence the area enclosed by Lp
n
in P, increases linearly with n. This
contradicts the quadratic isoperimetric inequality for P. It follows that H2
(=)
(X
m
)O0, and
the proof is complete. K
COROLLARY 7.2. If G is a cocompact lattice in the connected real semi-simple ‚ie group
G then the following are equivalent:
(1) the real rank of G is 1,
(2) G is hyperbolic, and
(3) H2
(=)
(G)"0.
THEOREM 7.3. If H is a quasi-convex subgroup of the hyperbolic group G, then the
restriction homomorphism H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(H) is a split surjection. In addition, there exists an
additive section which is bounded in the sense of maps of normed abelian groups.
Proof. We choose a finite generating set S"S~1 for G to contain a set of generators for
H, so the Cayley graph ! for G with these generators contains the corresponding Cayley
graph * of H as a subgraph. We may choose Eilenberg—MacLane spaces X, ‰ for G,
H respectively with ‰ a subcomplex of X so that !"XI (1) and *"‰I (1). Let d
G
, d
H
denote
the corresponding word metrics on !, *. Let o : GPH be a nearest point projection of
G onto H, so for every g3G, d
G
(g,o (g))"d
G
(g, H). It is a consequence of the quasi-
convexity of H in G and the hyperbolicity of G that there exists e’0 so that for all g, g@3G
with d
G
(g, g@ )"1, we have d
H
(o (g),o (g@) e (cf. for example Lemma 1 of [32]).
Now let f3Z1
(=)
(‰I ). Given an edge (g, s, g@) of !, so g, g@3G and s3S, we choose
a geodesic path p(g, g@) in * from o(g) to o (g@ ) and define p ( f ) by Sp( f ),
(g, s, g@)T"S f, p (g, g@ )T. This is well defined and independent of choice of p(g, g@) (fixing the
endpoints) since f is a cocycle. For the same reason p ( f ) is a 1-cocycle on X3 . Note that p ( f )
agrees with f on edges of *.
To see that p ( f )3Z1
(=)
(XI ), note that if d
G
(g, g@)"1 then l (p(g, g@) e, so DSp( f ),
(g, s, g@)TD)eE f E
=
. It follows also that Ep( f )E
=
)eE f E
=
. Since p is clearly additive in f, the
last inequality shows that p is bounded in norm, and the proof is complete.
Remark. All that is used about the pair (G,H) in the preceding argument is that there is
a function o :GPH satisfying (1) o(h)"h for all h3H, and (2) there is a constant M’0 so
that for all g, g@3G with d
G
(g, g@)"1 we have d
H
(o(g), o(g@)) M.
COROLLARY 7.4. If G is an infinite hyperbolic group, then there is a split surjection
H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(Z).
Proof. Since G is infinite and hyperbolic, it follows that G contains an element x of
infinite order (see, e.g., [24], Proposition 2.1]). Letting H"SxT:Z, we note that H is
a quasi-convex subgroup of G [25]. It follows from the theorem that H1
(=)
(H):H1
(=)
(Z) is
a direct summand of H1
(=)
(G), and the proof is complete. K
8. CALCULATIONS IN H2
(=)
(Z2)
The yoga of these l
=
-cohomology groups appears to be that they are either very large or
zero. The canonical map H2(Z2)PH2
(=)
(Z2) in injective, as follows from 2.5 above, so the
latter group is not zero. We shall show here that it is very large; in fact, it contains
a continuum of linearly independent elements. So we shall produce a continuum of elements
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of H2
(=)
(Z2,Z) which are linearly independent over R (note that H2
(=)
(Z2,Z)"H2
(=)
(Z2,R) by
Appendix C).
LetP"Sx, y D [x, y]"1T, so X"XP is a K (Z2, 1) and XI "R2 cellulated by the square
lattice of points with integral coordinates. There are no 3-cells, so C2
(=)
(XI )"Z2
(=)
(XI ).
Definition 8.1. Let D
n
be the square with vertices (0, 0), (n, 0), (0, n), and (n, n) considered
as a van Kampen diagram in XI . If f3C2
(=)
(XI ) set
a( f )"infGb*1 K limnPR
S f, D
n
T
nb
"0H .
Note that 1)a ( f ) 2 since DS f,D
n
TD)E f E
=
n2.
LEMMA 8.2. If f3C2
(=)
(XI ) and h3C1
(=)
(XI ), then a ( f#dh)"a ( f ).
Proof. This follows since DSdh, D
n
TD"DSh, LD
n
TD)EhE
=
4n.
It follows that a( f ) depends only on the class of f in H2
(=)
(XI ). We shall show that the
function a takes on all values in the closed interval [1, 2]. It is clear that 1"a(0) and
2"a(1), where 0, 1 indicate the constant functions at these values.
Suppose now that 0(r(1 and consider the region R in the first quadrant in R2
bounded by the positive x-axis and the graph … of the function y"xr. We define f
r
to be
the 2-cochain supported in the first quadrant and such that for the 2-cell c(2), f
r
(c(2))"1 if
the closure of c(2) meets R and f
r
(c(2))"0 otherwise.
LEMMA 8.3. …e have a( f
r
)"r#1.
Proof. The number of 2-cells of D
n
meeting the graph … is O(n) as nPR, as follows
from the fact that dy/dx for the curve y"xr is bounded by 1 for large x, 0(r(1. It follows
that S f
r
, D
n
T and the integral
P
n
0
xr dx" nr`1
r#1
differ at most by O(n). Form these observations it follows that a ( f
r
)"r#1.
LEMMA 8.4. „he functions f
r
, 0(r(1, represent linearly independent elements over R in
H2
(=)
(XI , R).
Proof. Suppose that one has dh"+m
i/1
a
i
f
ri
where a
i
3R, r
1
(r
2
(2(r
m
, and where
h3C1
(=)
(XI ). A calculation shows that since a ( f
rm
)"r
m
#1 we must have a
m
"0. Down-
ward induction shows that a
i
"0 for 1)i)m and the result is established. K
It follows from Lemma 8.4 that the H2
(=)
(Z2) contains a continuum of elements which
are linearly independent in the real vector space H2
(=)
(Z2,R).
Remark It is easy to see that the functions DxDr for 0(r(1 represent linearly indepen-
dent elements of H1
(=)
(Z,R), where we take the Cayley graph to be R subdivided at integral
points. Here we are using the canonical identification H1
(=)
(Z,R):F/F
0
, where F is the
set of functions f : ZPR whose first difference *f is bounded (* f (n)"f (n)!f (n!1), n3Z)
andF
0
is the set of bounded functions [15]. It follows from this and from Corollary 7.4 that
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H1
(=)
(G,R) is a real vector space with dimension the cardinality of the continuum whenever
G is an infinite hyperbolic group.
9. MAYER–VIETORIS EXACT SEQUENCE
In this section we shall establish the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence for l
=
-cohomology
associated with a splitting of groups satisfying appropriate finiteness conditions. We recall
that a group G is said to satisfy the finiteness conditionF
n
if there is an Eilenberg—MacLane
space X of type K(G, 1) with finite n-skeleton X(n). ThusF
1
and F
2
mean that G is finitely
generated and finitely presented, respectively. Recall also that condition F
n
was what was
needed for Hi
(=)
(G) to be defined for i)n.
Suppose now that X is a CW-complex. Following [16, section 10], we say that X has
bounded geometry in dimensions )n if there is a bound M
j
on the l
1
-norms of the chains
Le( j ) where e(j ) is j-cell of X, for all j)n. Here the chain group C
j
(X) is equipped with the
canonical basis of j-cells and we recall that the l
1
-norm of a j-chain is the sum of the
absolute values of the coefficients when written in this basis. We understand Z coefficients
here, although the same construction works over R.
A family X
i
, i3I, of complexes is said to have uniformly bounded geometry in dimensions
)n if the bound M
j
on the l
1
-norms above can be chosen independent of i.
In case X has bounded geometry in dimensions )n, the group of l
=
-cochains
Cj
(=)
(X)-Cj(X) consists of all j-cochains f for which there exists M
f
’0 such that
D f (e(j ) ) D)M
f
for all j-cells e ( j ). In this case one checks that d (Cj~1
(=)
)-Cj
(=)
if j)n. Then we
can form Hj
(=)
"Zj
(=)
/Bj
(=)
for j)n, where as usual Zj
(=)
"Cj
(=)
WZj and Bj
(=)
"d (Cj~1
(=)
).
Example. If X is acted on properly discontinuously and freely by a group G of cellular
homeomorphisms such that (GCX)(n) is a finite complex, then X has bounded geometry in
dimensions )n. In particular, if G has an Eilenberg—MacLane space ‰ of type K (G, 1) such
that ‰(n) is finite, then the universal cover ‰I has bounded geometry in dimensions )n.
Let f : XP‰ is a cellular map where X, ‰ both have bounded geometry in dimensions
)n. Then f induces maps Cj
(=)
(‰)PCj
(=)
(X) for j)n commuting with the coboundary
when defined, and there are induced homomorphisms f * : Hj
(=)
(‰)PHj
(=)
(X).
Examples. If X is a subcomplex of ‰ and ‰ has bounded geometry in dimensions )n,
then so does X and the restriction homomorphisms i* : Hj
(=)
(‰)PHj
(=)
(X) are defined for
j)n, where i :XP‰ is the inclusion.
If f :XP‰ is a simplicial map of simplicial complexes, then f induces maps
Hj
(=)
(‰)PHj
(=)
(X) for all j.
Next we suppose that … is a CW-complex such that …"XX‰, where X and ‰ are
subcomplexes. We assume that … has bounded geometry in dimensions )n, whence X, ‰,
and Z"XW‰ have bounded geometry in dimensions )n.
THEOREM 9.1. ”nder these circumstances we have the exact Mayer—»ietoris sequence
2PHi~1
(=)
(Z) dPHi
(=)
(…)PHi
(=)
(X)=Hi
(=)
(‰)PHi
(=)
(Z)P2
for i)n.
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Proof. Let C|
(=)
[n](…) denote the cochain complex which is equal to Ci
(=)
(…) for i)n
with its induced coboundary and where C i
(=)
(…) [n]"Ci (…) for i’n. We then have
a commutative diagram of short exact sequences of cochain complexes
0 &&" C|
(=)
[n] (…,X) &&" C|
(=)
[n](…) &&" C|
(=)
[n] (X) &&" 0
B B B
0 &&" C|
(=)
[n] (‰,Z) &&" C|
(=)
[n](‰) &&" C|
(=)
[n] (Z) &&" 0.
The complexes C|
(=)
[n](…,X), C|
(=)
[n] (‰,Z) are defined as kernels of the restriction
homomorphisms written horizontally, and all vertical arrows are defined by restriction
homomorphisms. Observe that these restriction homomorphisms are all surjective, since,
for example, a cochain on X can be extended to one on … by setting it equal to 0 on cells of
…!X and the norm is unchanged in the process. Furthermore, the restriction homomor-
phism C|
(=)
[n] (…,X)PC|
(=)
[n] (‰,Z) is an isomorphism as one sees by checking their
definitions. One now compares the long exact cohomology sequences for the short exact
sequences and splices them in the usual way to obtain the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence
(the isomorphism H|
(=)
[n](…,X):H|
(=)
[n](‰,Z) amounts to an excision isomorphism in
this case).
Suppose now that * is a finite Serre graph, so * consists of two disjoint finite sets », E,
where E is equipped with a fixed point free involution e>eN , and where we are given two
functions L
i
: EP», i"0, 1, so that L
i
(eN )"L
i`1e
(subscripts taken (mod2)). It will also be
convenient to choose an orientation O on E, so DOWMe, eN ND"1 for all e3E.
We assume we are given a graph of connected CW-complexes K
e
, K
v
modeled on the
finite graph *, so K
eN
"K
e
for all e3E, and we are given cellular maps p
e,i
: K
e
PKL
i
e such
that p
eN ,i
"peN ,i#1 . We assume that al the maps pe,i induce injective homomorphisms of the
fundamental groups of these spaces. We form the total space K@ associated to this graph of
spaces by taking the disjoint union of the complexes K
v
, v3», and K
e
]I, e3O,
I"[0, 1]LR, and making identifications (x, i)&p
e,i
(x)3KL
i
e for all x3Ke, e3O, i"0, 1.
It is known that the fundamental group G of K@ is the fundamental group of the associated
graph of fundamental groups of these spaces [35]. Furthermore, if each space K
e
, K
v
is an
Eilenberg—MacLane space, then K@ is an Eilenberg—MacLane space of type K (G, 1). This
follows from the van Kampen theorem and the Mayer—Vietoris theorem for the homology
of the universal cover of K@. Furthermore, the universal cover …@ of K@ retracts to the tree
„ dual to the decomposition of …@ by the subspaces KI
v
, so that G acts on „ and the
retraction o : K@P„ is G-equivalent. In addition, there is a map p :„PS1"Z (mod1)
which maps all vertices of „ to 0 and maps each open edge of „ homeomorphically onto the
image of the open unit interval; we can avoid choices here by demanding that each oriented
edge of „ (where the orientation is induced by pulling back the orientation O on E) map in
an orientation preserving manner onto the unit interval.
It will be convenient to take a slightly different cell structure for K@, so we view the
interval I as subdivided into 3 intervals as [0, 1
3
]X[1
3
, 2
3
]X[2
3
, 1], and the spaces K
e
]I are
correspondingly subdivided. Thus K
e
]MtN is a subcomplex of this subdivision for t"1
3
,
2
3
. After making the identifications, this gives the new cell structure K as a subdivision of K@.
The universal cover KI acquires a cell structure by pulling back this subdivision and in this
cell structure (p ° o)~1(t)"Ze3EKI e]MtN is a subcomplex for t"13, 23.
COROLLARY 9.2. Suppose that each of the complexes K
e
, K
v
in the finite graph * of spaces
is an Eilenberg—Mac‚ane space with a finite n-skeleton. „hen we have the exact
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Mayer—»ietoris sequence for l
=
-cohomology.
2PHi~1
(=)
(Z) dPHi
(=)
(KI )PHi
(=)
(X)=Hi
(=)
(‰)PHi
(=)
(Z) dP2
for i)n, where X"(p °o)~1([0, 13]X[23, 1]), ‰"(p °o)~1 [13, 23], and Z"XW‰"
(p °o)~1 (13)X (p °o)~1(23).
We want now to evaluate the terms in the exact sequence of Corollary 9.2. This involves
evaluating the l
=
-cohomology of a disjoint union of complexes. We now develop the
algebraic machinery to carry out this calculation.
Definition. A norm on an abelian group A is a function APR, denoted a>EaE,
satisfying the triangle inequality and such that E!aE"EaE and EaE*0 for all a3A with
EaE"0 iff a"0.
Given a family MA
i
, i3IN of normed abelian groups, where we denote the norms
indescriminately by E E, the l
=
product <(R), i3I Ai
is the set of functions f : IP”i3IAi
satisfying f (i)3A
i
for all indices i and such that E f E
=
": sup
i3I
E f (i)E(R. Thus
<(R),i3I Ai
is the subgroup of the unrestricted direct product <i3I Ai
of functions f such that
the supremum of norms of the values of f is finite.
Let the CW complex X be the disjoint union subcomplexes X
i
, i3I, and assume that
X has bounded geometry in dimensions )n. Then the family MX
i
, i3IN has uniformly
bounded geometry in dimensions )n and in addition Cj
(=)
(X)"<(R), i3I C j(=)(Xi) for
j)n. It follows that Zj
(=)
(X)"<(R),i3I Zj(=) (Xi) for j)n. However the situation with
Bj
(=)
(X)"d(C j~1
(=)
(X)) is more complicated. We certainly have d(C j~1
(=)
(X))"
d (<(R), i3I Cj~1(=) (Xi))L<(R), i3I Bj(=)(Xi), but the last inclusion is in general proper. The
reason is that even though the norms of a collection of elements b
i
3Bj
(=)
(X
i
) may be
uniformly bounded, it does not follow that there exist elements c
i
3C j~1
(=)
(X
i
) with dc
i
"b
i
and such that the elements c
i
i3I, are bounded in norm. Consequently there is a canonical
epimorphism Hj
(=)
(X) {<(R), i3IH j(=)
(X
i
) which is not injective in general. The norm on the
cohomology groups in the product on the right side is given by the infimum of norms of
coset representatives in each factor.
To remedy this situation, we introduce on the coboundaries Bj
(=)
(X
i
) the inf norm of
representative l
=
-( j!1)-cochains under the coboundary map d : Cj~1
(=)
(X
i
)PB j
(=)
(X
i
).
Without further mention, this will always be the norm understood on the abelian group
Bj
(=)
(X
i
). The phenomenon explained at the end of the preceding paragraph may be
rephrased by saying that the inclusion B j
(=)
(X
i
)-Zj
(=)
(X
i
) is in general distorted with
respect to the norms given.
LEMMA 9.3. In this situation we have
H j
(=)
(X)" <
(R),i3I
Zj
(=)
(X
i
)N <(R), i3IBj(=) (Xi),
where the coboundaries are normed as above.
Proof. We have Bj
(=)
(X)"d(C j~1
(=)
(X))"d(<(R),i3I (C j~1(=) (Xi)). But this last group is
just <(R),i3IB j(=)
(X
i
).
In one situation we can get more information.
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PROPOSITION 9.4. Suppose that each of the complexes X
i
, i3I, is of the form X
i
"‰I
i
, the
universal cover of a complex ‰
i
of type K(G
i
, 1) where each G
i
is a hyperbolic group and where
‰(2)
i
is a finite complex. Suppose the isoperimetric constants for the spaces X
i
are uniformly
bounded by K’0. If the disjoint union X of the spaces X
i
has bounded geometry in dimensions
)2, then H2
(=)
(X)"0.
Proof. By Theorem 5.8 we have for each i that Z2
(=)
(X
i
)"B2
(=)
(X
i
) and there is
a (nonadditive) section p:Z2
(=)
(X
i
)PC1
(=)
(X
i
) for the coboundary map d: C1
(=)
(X
i
)P
Z2
(=)
(X
i
) such that Ep (z
i
)E
=
)2KEz
i
E
=
for z
i
3Z2
(=)
(X
i
). It follows from this uniform lack of
distortion of the two norms on the l
=
-cycles that B2
(=)
(X)"<(R), i3I B2(=)(Xi)"<(R),i3I
Z2
(=)
(X
i
)"Z2
(=)
(X). Hence H2
(=)
(X)"0.
We return to the situation of Corollary 9.2 and note that the space Z"XW‰"
(p °o)~1 (13)X(p ° o)~1(23). Let Zk@3"(p ° o)~1(k3), k"1,2, so Zk@3 is the disjoint union ZeKI e ,
where the indices ‘‘e’’ range over an orientation of the edges of the tree „. We have
Hj
(=)
(Z)"Hj
(=)
(Z
1@3
) =Hj
(=)
(Z
2@3
), and by Lemma 9.3,
Hj
(=)
(Z
1@3
)" <
(=),e
Zj
(=)
(KI
e
)N <
(=),e
Bj
(=)
(KI
e
). (9.5)
In particular we can fix one oriented edge e of „ and consider vectors in the numerator of
the right-hand side of (9.1) all of whose components are zero except possibly the eth
component. This gives a canonical homomorphism Hj
(=)
(KI
e
)PHj
(=)
(Z
1@3
)LHj
(=)
(Z).
PROPOSITION 9.6. In the situation of Corollary 9.2, suppose n"2, so all the groups G, G
e
,
G
v
are finitely presented. „hen for each oriented edge e of the tree „, the composition of the
canonical homomorphism H1
(=)
(G
e
)"H1
(=)
(KI
e
)PH1
(=)
(Z) with the connecting homomorphism
d : H1
(=)
(Z)PH2
(=)
(KI )"H2
(=)
(G) is equal up to sign to the suspension homomorphism & of
Section 3.
The proof is a matter of checking definitions. If the edge e of „ is in the orientation
chosen for „ above, then the correct sign is !1, according to the definition we gave for &.
10. RELATION OF l
=
-COHOMOLOGY WITH LENGTH DISTORTION
Definition. Let d, d@ be two left invariant metrics on the group G. We say that d and d@ are
coarsely equivalent if there are constants j*1, e*0, so that
1
j
d (g, g@)!e)d@(g, g@) jd(g, g@)#e
for all g, g@3G. It is the same thing to say that the identity map is a quasi-isometry between
the metric spaces (G, d) and G, d@).
All word metrics on a finitely generated group are bilipschitz equivalent, and hence
a fortiori coarsely equivalent. If H is a finitely generated subgroup of the finitely generated
group G, then the inclusion H(G is a quasi-isometric imbedding iff the restriction of the
word metric on G is coarsely equivalent to the word metric on H.
Suppose now that H is a finitely generated subgroup of the finitely generated group G.
We choose a finite generating set S"S~1 for G containing a subset S@ of generators for H,
and let !
H
L!
G
be the corresponding Cayley graphs. There are Eilenberg—MacLane spaces
XL‰ of type K(H, 1) and K (G, 1), respectively, with !
H
"XI (1) and !
G
"‰I (1). If i :XI P‰I
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is the inclusion map defined by choosing base points in the universal covers, then we have
defined the restriction homomorphism res"i| :H1
(=)
(G)"H1
(=)
(‰I )PH1
(=)
(XI )"H1
(=)
(H).
THEOREM 10.1. „he inclusion homomorphism H(G of finitely generated groups is
a quasi-isometric imbedding iff there is a left invariant metric d@ on H coarsely equivalent to the
word metric such that the class of the 1-cocycle f in H1
(=)
(XI ), determined by d@ and any fixed
vertex h
0
by the rule f (h, s@, h@)"d@(h
0
, h@)!d@(h
0
, h), is in the image of homomorphism
res :H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(H).
Proof. Let d@ be a left invariant metric on H which is coarsely equivalent to the word
metric d
H
such that the class [ f ]3H1
(=)
(XI ) is in the image of res : H1
(=)
(‰I )PH1
(=)
(XI ). Then
there is a 1-cocycle F on ‰I and a bounded function k on H"»(!
H
) such that F D H"f#dk.
Let M"EkE
=
.
Now let h3H and let c, c@ be geodesics in !
G
, !
H
, respectively, from h
0
to h. We have
SF, cT"SF, i
|
c@T"Si| F, c@T"S f#dk, c@T"d@(h
0
, h)#Sk, Lc@T. The first equality fol-
lows since F is a 1-cocyle and the fourth since S f, c@T"d@(h
0
, h). Note also that
DSk, Lc@TD)2M. It follows that d@(h
0
, h) DSF, cTD#2M)EFE
=
d
G
(h
0
, h)#2M. Since the
metric d@ is left invariant, it follows from this that d@(h, h@) EFE
=
d
G
(h, h@)#2M for all h,
h@3H. On the other hand, d@ is given coarsely equivalent to d
H
. It follows that
d
H
(h, h@) jd
G
(h, h@)#e for suitable constants j*1, e*0, and for all h, h@3H. Thus the
inclusion H(G is a quasi-isometric imbedding.
Conversely, if the inclusion H(G is a quasi-isometric imbedding, then the restriction d@
of the word metric d
G
to H satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. K
COROLLARY 10.2. If the restriction homomorphism res : H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(H) is surjective,
then the inclusion H(G is a quasi-isometric imbedding.
Recall that a finitely generated subgroup H of a hyperbolic group G is quasi-convex iff
H is quasi-isometrically imbedded in G. Combining Corollary 7.3 with Corollary 10.2 we
obtain the following homological characterization of quasi-convex subgroups of hyperbolic
groups.
COROLLARY 10.3. „he following three conditions are equivalent on a finitely generated
subgroup H of the hyperbolic group G:
(1) H is quasi-isometrically imbedded in G.
(2) H is a quasi-convex subgroup of G.
(3) „he restriction map res : H1
(=)
(G)PH1
(=)
(H) is surjective.
11. ASPHERICAL 2-COMPLEXES
In this section we shall prove that the fundamental group G of a finite aspherical
2-complex is hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly.
We begin by reviewing the notion of ‘‘weak area’’ introduced in [20]. Let X be a finite
connected 2-complex and let w be an edge-circuit in XI (1). A van Kampen diagram D in
XI filling w determines a cellular 2-chain c
2
(D)3C
2
(XI ). The minimum value of the l
1
-norm
Dc
2
(D) D
1
over all such fillings D is called the weak area w-Area(w). A geometric interpretation
of w-Area(w) is the minimum area of an oriented surface diagram S filling the circuit w ([20,
Proposition 3.2]).
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THEOREM 11.1. ‚et X be a finite aspherical 2-complex, G"n
1
(X). „hen G is hyperbolic
iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly.
Proof. We establish the sufficiency of the condition. Since H2
(=)
(G)"H2
(=)
(XI ), the strong
vanishing means that there is a constant K’0 so that given z3Z2
(=)
(XI ) there is a chain
c3C1
(=)
(XI ) with dc"z and DcD
=
)K DzD
=
.
Suppose now that w is an edge-circuit in XI and S is a minimal area orientable surface
diagram in XI filling w. Then the 2-chain c
2
(S)3C
2
(XI ) determined by S is given by
c
2
(S)"+k
i/1
n
i
eJ (2)
i
, where eJ (2)
i
are pairwise distinct 2-cells of XI and n
i
O0 for 1)i)k. We
proceed to construct a 2-cocycle z3Z2
(=)
(XI )"C2
(=)
(XI ) with DzD
=
"1 such that
Sz,ST"Dc
2
(S) D
1
. Define z so that Sz, eJ (2)
i
T"n
i
/Dn
i
D, 1)i)k and Sz, eJ T"0 for all other
2-cells e8 of XI . Clearly z has the desired properties.
Now we have z"dc for some c3C1
(=)
(XI ) where DcD
=
)K DzD
=
"K. We calculate
w-Area(w)"Sz,ST"Sdc,ST"Sc, LST"Sc,wT)Kl (w). In the terminology of [20] this
means that the weak linear isoperimetric inequality is satisfied by XI . But this implies the
linear isoperimetric inequality by [20, Theorem 3.1]. It follows that G"n
1
(X) is hyper-
bolic, and the proof is complete. K
COROLLARY 11.2. If G is a 1-relator group, then G is hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(G) vanishes
strongly.
Proof. By assumption G is the group of the presentationP"Sx
1
, x
2
,2 , xn D RT, where
R is a nontrivial cyclically reduced word in the free group on the generators. Let XP be the
2-complex canonically associated to the presentation P. There are 2 cases to consider,
depending on whether R is a proper power in the free group (this happens iff G has
nontrivial torsion) or the contrary case when R is not a proper power.
In the first case, G is hyperbolic by the spelling theorem of Newman [30, p. 205]. In the
second case XP is aspherical by Lyndon’s identity theorem [30], and the result follows from
the theorem. This completes the proof. K
12. UNIVERSAL l
=
2-COCYCLE
Let ‰ be a CW complex with bounded geometry in dimension )n and let A be
a normed abelian group (see Appendix C for the definition). Then the l
=
-cochains
Ci
(=)
(‰,A)-Ci(‰,A) are defined by f3Ci
(=)
(‰,A) iff E f E
=
(R, where
E f E
=
"sup ME f (e)E D e an i-cell of ‰N.
One checks that d (Ci
(=)
(‰,A))-Ci`1
(=)
(‰,A) if i(n, and one defines Zi
(=)
, Bi
(=)
, and Hi
(=)
in
analogy with section 2 above for i)n.
Let G be a finitely presented group and let X be a space of type K (G, 1) with X(2) finite.
Then Hi(XI ,A) is defined for i)2, where A is a normed abelian group. We take
A"C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ), where the norm EaE is defined for a3A by EaE"infc3a EcE1; here EcE1 is
the l
1
-norm in the based free abelian group C
2
(XI ) (Z coefficients are understood here) for
the canonical basis of 2-cells of X3 . The universal cochain u3C2(XI ,C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )) is defined
by the rule that the value Su, eT on the oriented 2-cell e of XI is given by the coset of the
2-chain determined by e itself, considered as an element of the quotient group C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(X3 ).
Observe that ESu, eTE)1 for every 2-cell e, since the l
1
-norm of the chain e is 1. It follows
that u3C2
(=)
(XI , C
2
(XI ) /Z
2
(XI )). Moreover the following holds.
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LEMMA 12.1. …e have u3Z2
(=)
(XI ,C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )), so the universal cochain is a cocycle.
Proof. Let e3 be a 3-cell of XI . But Sdu, e3T"Su, Le3T, and this is the coset in
C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ) of Le3, which is zero.
To explain the term ‘‘universal cochain’’ we have
LEMMA 12.2. ‚et f3Z2
(=)
(XI ,B) where B is a normed abelian group. „hen there
exists a unique homomorphism FM :C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )PB such that f"FM
|
(u); here
FM
|
:C|
(=)
(XI , C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ))PC|
(=)
(XI , B) is the coefficient homomorphism determined by FM .
Proof. We define F :C
2
(XI )PB by F(e)"f (e) for all 2-cells e of XI and extend linearly. It
is clear that EF(c)E)E f E
=
EcE
1
for all c3C
2
(XI ). One must check that F (Z
2
(XI ))"0, but
this follows since df"0. Thus F passes to the quotient to determine the homomorphism
FM :C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )PB. It is immediate that the induced coefficient homomorphism
FM
|
:C2
(=)
(XI , C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ))PC2
(=)
(XI , B) satisfies FM
|
(u)"f and that FM
|
is determined by this
equation.
The reason for introducing the universal cocycle u is given by the next result, which
amounts to a sufficient condition for a finitely presented group to be hyperbolic.
THEOREM 12.3. If the class [u] of the universal cocycle u vanishes in H2
(=)
(XI , C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )), then the group G is hyperbolic.
Proof. If w is an edge-circuit in XI , then the weak area of w, reviewed in section 12 above,
is given as inf Dc (D) D
1
, where D ranges over all fillings D of w by van Kampen diagrams in
XI and c (D) is the 2-chain in C
2
(XI ) determined by D; this follows from [20, Proposition 3.2].
Suppose now that the class [u] vanishes in H2
(=)
(XI ,C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )). Then there exists
f3C1
(=)
(XI ,C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )) with df"u. ‚et D be a filling of the edge-circuit w achieving the
minimum above, so w-Area(w)"Dc(D) D
1
. We calculate Su,DT"Sdf, DT"S f, LDT, so
Ec(D)E
1
)E f E
=
l (w). It follows that w-Area(w) Kl(w) for K"E f E
=
, so G satisfies the
‘‘weak linear isoperimetric inequality’’, in the terminology of [20]. But this implies the linear
isoperimetric inequality, by [20, Theorem 3.1], and hence G is hyperbolic. This completes
the proof. K
COROLLARY 12.4. If the class [u] of the universal cocycle u vanishes in H2
(=)
(XI ,
C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )), then H2
(=)
(XI , B)"0 for all normed abelian groups B.
Proof. This is immediate from the universal property for u, Lemma 12.2, and from
naturality.
Question. If G is a hyperbolic group, then is H2
(=)
(XI , A)"0 for all normed abelian
groups A and all Eilenberg—MacLane spaces X of type K(G, 1) with X(2) finite?
Observe that the answer is affirmative if A"Z or R, as was established in section 5
above. Taken in conjunction with Theorem 12.3, an affirmative answer in general would
give a homological characterization of hyperbolic groups, as those finitely presented groups
G for which H2
(=)
(G,A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A.
These considerations motivate the following definition.
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sA possibility is to call such groups superhyperbolic, which seems redundant. The prefix meta means ‘‘beyond’’,
which strikes me as appropriate, if this notion turns out to be different from hyperbolic.
Definition. The finitely presented group G is called metabolics if there is a finite
presentation P for G and space X of type K (G, 1) with X(2)"XP, the 2-complex canoni-
cally associated to P, such that H2
(=)
(XI , A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A. Such
a group G is necessarily hyperbolic; it is an open question whether the converse is true.
There is the question of independence of this definition on the presentation P and
Eilenberg—MacLane space X for G. We next explain why this is the case. We recall from
[20] the standard norm DzD
s
on z3Z
1
(XI ):C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ) is given by minimizing the l
1
-norm
on 2-chains (for the canonical basis of 2-cells of XI ) in a coset of C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ). There is also
the norm on Z
1
(XI ) induced from the l
1
-norm D D
1
on C
1
(XI ). It was established in [20] that
the finitely presented group G is hyperbolic iff there exists a constant C’0 such that
DwD
4
)C l(w) for all edge-circuits w of XI . Briefly, the reason for this is that if w is an
edge-circuit in XI (1), then DwD
4
is equal to the weak area of w, so the inequality translates into
the weak linear isoperimetric inequality; this is equivalent to the linear isoperimetric
inequality by results of [20]. Compare this with the next result, which gives a criterion for
G to be metabolic.
PROPOSITION 12.5. „he group G is metabolic iff for some X as above there is a retraction
o : C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) of abelian groups and a constant M’0 such that Do(c) D
4
)M DcD
1
for all
c3C
1
(XI ).
Remark. A retraction of C
1
(XI ) onto its subgroup Z
1
(XI ) always exists since the homol-
ogy of XI is free abelian concentrated in degree 0.
Proof of Proposition 12.5. Metabolicity is equivalent to the vanishing of the universal l
=
2-cocycle u in H2
(=)
(XI , C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )), which amounts to u"dc for some
c3C1
(=)
(XI ,C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(X3 )). Thus c is given by a homomorphism of abelian groups
o : C
1
(XI )PC
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI )):Z
1
(XI ) whose values on the edges of XI have bounded standard
norms. The equation u"dc translates equivalently into the statement that this homomor-
phism o : C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) is a retraction for the inclusion Z
1
(XI )LC
1
(XI ), and the statement
about boundedness of standard norms translates into the inequality Do(e) D
4
)M for con-
stant M and for all edges e of XI . This yields immediately the inequality Do (c) D
4
)M Dc D
1
for
all chains c3C
1
(XI ). Since all of the above steps are reversible, the proposition is estab-
lished.
COROLLARY 12.6. „he criterion that the finitely presented group G be metabolic is
independent of the finite presentation P for G and space X of type K (G, 1) with X(2)"XP .
Proof. Independence of X follows immediately from the preceding proposition, since
the criterion is expressed in terms of the 1-skeleton XI (1). To see independence ofP, one can
use Tietze transformations of types I and II [30] (and their inverses) to move between two
finite presentations for G and check that the criterion is invariant under these transforma-
tions.
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sOther more restrictive uses of the term ‘combing’ occur in the literature [11], but the definition we propose serves
our purpose here.
To state the next corollary, we need to recall the definition of a combing of G. This is
simply an assignment u of an edge-path u (g) of the Cayley graph !"XI from the vertex 1
to the vertex g, identifying vertices of ! with elements of the group G.s
COROLLARY 12.7. „he finitely presented group G is metabolic if there is a combing u of the
Cayley graph ! ( for finite set of generators S) for G so that the areas of the edge-circuits
u(g) ) s )u(gs)~1 are uniformly bounded for all g3G, s3S.
Proof. Let e"(g, s, gs) be an edge of !. We define the map o : C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) (where
X is as in Proposition 12.5) by the rule o (e) is the 1-cycle associated to the edge-circuit
u(g) ) s )u(gs)~1, and we extend by linearity. Then Do(e) D
4
)M, where M is the bound on the
areas of all these edge-circuits, from which it follows that Do (c)D
4
)M Dc D
1
for all c3C
1
(XI ).
It remains to prove that o(z)"z for all z3Z
1
(XI ). Consider first a simple edge-circuit
u"e
1
e
2
2e
n
in !. We can cone u from the base point 1 using the combing u. It follows that
in Z
1
(XI ) we have the identity u"+n
i/1
o(e
i
) (where u on the left denotes the cycle represent-
ed by the circuit of the same name), since the edges introduced in the combing cancel in
pairs in the sum on the right. On the other hand, the right-hand side of this identity is by
definition o(u). It follows that u"o(u) for all simple edge-circuits. But the general 1-cycle
can be written as a linear combination of (cycles determined by) simple edge-circuits,
whence z"o(z) for all z3Z
1
(XI ). This completes the proof. K
There is in fact a converse for Corollary 12.7 involving ‘‘weak areas’’, which we now
discuss.
THEOREM 12.8. ‚et P be a finite presentation for the group G, let XP be the 2-complex
canonically associated toP, and let !"XI (1)P be the Cayley graph. If G is metabolic, then there
exists a combing Mu(g), g3GN of ! and constant M’0 so that the weak areas of the
edge-circuits n(e)": u(L
0
e) ) e )u(L
1
e)~1 are uniformly bounded by M for all edges e of !.
Proof. Let X be a space of type K(G, 1) with X(2)"XP and let u be the universal
2-cocycle, u3Z2
(=)
(XI ,C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ))"Z2
(=)
(XI , Z
1
(XI )). Here Z
1
(XI ):C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ) is given
the ‘‘standard norm’’ DzD
4
, z3Z
1
(XI ), where DzD
4
"inf MDc D
1
D Lc"z, c3C
2
(XI )N (cf. [20]).
Now XI is contractible, so u"dh for some h3C1(XI , Z
1
(XI )). Let g3G considered as
a vertex of !, and let c, u be two edge-paths of ! from the vertex 1 to g. Let the circuit uc~1
bound the disc diagram D. The Su,DT"Sdh,DT"Sh, LDT"Sh,uT!Sh, cT. But Su,DT
is the coset of the 2-chain c
2
(D) determined by D in C
2
(XI )/Z
2
(XI ), and this is the cycle LD in
the isometric abelian group Z
1
(XI ). In addition, LD"u!c when considered in the group
C
1
(XI ). The result is that Sh,uT!Sh, cT"u!c when considered in C
1
(XI ). Hence
u!Sh,uT"c!Sh, cT in C
1
(XI ) for all edge-paths u, c joining 1 to g, so this 1-chain is
independent of edge-path joining 1 to g.
Now choose an edge-path u(g) from 1 to g whose 1-chain is this common value
u!Sh,uT. In particular, setting u"u(g) we obtain Sh,u(g)T"0. This gives a combing
Mu(g), g3GN of !, whose properties we shall investigate. Note first that if we set
n(e)"u(L
0
e) ) e )u(L
1
e)~1 for edge e of !, then Sh,n (e)T"Sh, eT.
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Now suppose that G is metabolic, so u represents 0 in H2
(=)
(XI , Z
1
(XI )). Then one can
choose h3C1
(=)
(XI ,Z
1
(XI )) with dh"u. Then there is a constant M’0 so that DSh, eTD
4
)M
for all edges e of !. Hence by the preceding paragraph we have DSh, n (e)TD
4
)M for all edges
e. But one now uses dh"u to show that DSh, n(e)TD
4
is the weak area of the edge-circuit n (e),
and the proof is complete. K
Remark. It follows from the preceding two results that a finitely presented group G is
metabolic iff some Cayley graph (and hence all Cayley graphs) for G has a combing
satisfying the weak area criterion of Theorem 12.8.
Remark. A basic question is to give a homological characterization of hyperbolic
groups in the class of finitely presented groups. What I succeeded in doing here is giving
a necessary condition and a sufficient condition. If G is hyperbolic, then H2
(=)
(G,Z)"0. If
H2
(=)
(G,A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A, then G is hyperbolic. It is evident that there
is a distance between these, which is unfilled at the time of writing.
For reference we can summarize the characterizations of metabolic groups proved in
this section in the following result.
THEOREM 12.9. „he following are equivalent for a space X of type K(G, 1) with X (2) finite.
(1) G is metabolic.
(2) H2
(=)
(XI ,A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A.
(3) H2
(=)
(XI ,Z
1
(XI ))"0, where Z
1
(XI ) is equipped with the standard norm.
(4) „he universal l
=
2-cocycle u3Z2
(=)
(XI ,Z
1
(XI )) is of the form dc for some
c3C1
(=)
(XI ,Z
1
(XI )).
(5) „here exists a bounded retraction o : C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) for the inclusion Z
1
(XI )LC
1
(XI )
of normed abelian groups, where Z
1
(XI ) is equipped with the standard norm.
(6) „here exists a thin combing u of XI (1) from the base vertex v
0
in the sense that the weak
areas of the edge-circuits n(e)": u(L
0
e) ) e )u(L
1
e)~1 are uniformly bounded as e ranges
over the oriented edges of XI .
(7) „here exists a bounded additive splitting for the boundary map L : C
1
(XI )PB
0
(XI ),
where B
0
(XI ) is given the standard norm from the map L.
Proof. The equivalence of (1)— (6) is contained in the various previous results of this
section. As for (7), consider the exact sequence
0PZ
1
(XI ) iPC
1
(XI ) dPB
0
(XI )P0
where i is the inclusion. If o :C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) is a bounded retraction for i, then the bounded
endomorphism 1!i °o of C1(XI ) kills Z1(XI ), so factorizes to give a bounded section
s :B
0
(XI )PC
1
(XI ) for L. Conversely, if s is a bounded section for L, then 1!s ° L is
a bounded endomorphism of C
1
(X3 ) which factorizes through Z
1
(XI ) to give the desired
bounded retraction o for the inclusion i :Z
1
(XI )LC
1
(XI ). This completes the proof. K
In view of Theorem 12.9 (7), it is of interest to see how little information is needed to
produce a bounded additive section for the boundary map L :C
1
(XI )PB
0
(XI ), and thereby
ensure metabolicity. We denote by d (v, v@) the word metric on !"XI (1) between vertices v,
v@. Note that d (v, v@ )"Dv@!v D
4
, where the right-hand side is the standard norm of
v@!v3B
0
(XI ).
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THEOREM 12.10. ‚et X be a space of type K(G, 1) with X(2) finite. „hen G is metabolic iff
there exists an assignment to each pair of vertices v, v@ of XI of an edge-path p (v, v@) starting at
v and ending at v@ such that conditions (1) and (2) below are satisfied:.
(1) For all triples of vertices v, v@, vA of XI we have p (v, v@)#p (v@, vA)"p(v, vA) for the
1-chains these edge-paths determine in C
1
(XI ).
(2) „here is a constant K’0 so that Dp (v, v@) D
1
)Kd(v, v@) for all pairs of vertices v, v@ of
XI with d(v, v@) 1.
Proof. Note that condition (2) guarantees that the 1-chain associated to p(v, v) is 0, and
this fact together with (1) imply that at the level of 1-chains we have p (v@, v)"!p (v, v@).
If G is metabolic, then there exists a bounded additive section s : B
0
(XI )PC
1
(XI ) for the
map L. If v, v@ are vertices, then v@!v3B
0
(XI ), so we set p (v, v@) to be any edge path of
XI whose associated 1-chain is s(v@!v). It is readily checked that this assignment has the
desired properties (1) and (2), where K in (2) is a bound for the section s.
Conversely, suppose that the assignment p(v, v@) exists with properties (1) and (2). Note
that the general element b3B
0
(XI ) is of the form b"+k
i/1
n
i
v
i
, where v
i
are vertices, n
i
are
integers, and +k
i/1
n
i
"0. Choose a fixed but arbitrary vertex w as base point, so we can
write b"+k
i/1
n
i
(v
i
!w). Then we set s(b)"+k
i/1
n
i
p (w, v
i
). To see that this is independent
of w, let w@ be another vertex. Then we have + n
i
p (w@, v
i
)"+ n
i
(p(w@,w)#
p(w, v
i
))"+ n
i
p (w, v
i
) since + n
i
"0, so s is well-defined. It is now an easy matter to check
that s is additive and a section for the boundary map L.
To prove that s is bounded, let b3B
0
(XI ) and let c3C
1
(XI ) be such that Lc"b and
DcD
1
"DbD
4
. Write c"+l
i/1
e
i
, where e
i
are oriented edges of XI and l"DcD
1
. Then b"+l
i/1
(L
1
e
i
!L
0
e
i
) and s(b)"+l
i/1
p (L
0
e
i
, L
1
e
i
). Hence Ds(b)D
1
)+l
i/1
Dp(L
0
e
i
, L
1
e
i
) D
1
)+l
i/1
K"
Kl"K Dc D
1
"KDbD
4
, and it follows that the section s is bounded. This completes the
proof. K
Remark. Although it follows that Dp(v, v@) D
1
)Kd(v, v@) for the edge-paths p(v, v@) in
Theorem 12.10, it is not the case that these paths can be chosen to be quasi-geodesics. The
typical situation is that the 1-chain determined by p (v, v@) has several connected components
and that the diameters of the supports of these chains are unbounded (cf. Proposition B.5 in
Appendix B below).
In the case of finite aspherical 2-complexes, we can highlight the formal distinction
between metabolic and hyperbolic groups (bearing in mind that there as yet is no verified
example distinguishing the two notions) as follows.
Definition. If S is a set we let l
1
(S) denote the set of functions of finite support from S to
Z equipped with the l
1
-norm D f D
1
"+s3S D f (s) D. Let l= (S) be the set of bounded functions
f :SPZ with the sup norm D f D
=
"sups3S D f (s)D.
PROPOSITION 12.11. ‚et X be a finite aspherical 2-complex with fundamental group G.
(1) G is metabolic iff H2
(=)
(XI , l
1
(S))"0 for all sets S.
(2) G is hyperbolic iff H2
(=)
(XI , l
=
(S))"0 for all sets S.
Proof. Note that C
2
(XI ) is of the form l
1
(S
0
) where S
0
is the set of oriented 2-cells of XI .
Since X is an aspherical 2-complex, C
2
(XI )"Z
1
(XI ) as normed abelian groups, where the
latter group is equipped with the standard norm. Thus the first conclusion of the proposi-
tion follows from the equivalence of (1)— (3) in Theorem 12.9.
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Passing to the second statement, assume first that G is hyperbolic. Note that an l
=
2-cocycle z on XI with values in l
=
(S) is the same as a collection of l
=
2-cocycles z (s) with
values in Z indexed s3S together with a common bound on their norms. The cocycle
z cobounds from C1
(=)
(XI , l
=
(S)) iff each of the cocycles z (s) is of the form dc(s) with
c(s)3C1
(=)
(XI , Z) and in addition there is a uniform bound on the norms of the cochains c(s).
But the strong vanishing of H2
(=)
(G) in Theorem 11.1 guarantees that if G is hyperbolic, then
such a collection c (s) exists.
Suppose now that H2
(=)
(XI , l
=
(S))"0 for all sets S. Let „ be the set of all oriented 2-cells
of XI and let S be the set of all functions s :„PM0,$1N of finite support. If s is such
a function, then s can be regarded as an l
=
2-cocycle z(s)3Z2
(=)
(XI , Z) of norm 1 if sO0. The
collection Mz (s); s3SN determines an l
=
2-cocycle z3Z2
(=)
(XI , l
=
(S)) of norm 1. Since
H2
(=)
(XI , l
=
(S))"0 it follows there exists c3C1
(=)
(XI , l
=
(S)) with norm K’0 and with
dc"z. The element c determines cochains c (s)3C1
(=)
(XI , Z) with dc (s)"z(s) and with norms
bounded uniformly by K. One proceeds now exactly as in the proof of Theorem 11.1 to
show that XI satisfies the weak linear isoperimetric inequality with isoperimetric constant K.
It follows that G satisfies the linear isoperimetric inequality, and hence G is hyperbolic. This
completes the proof. K
Remark. The argument above shows that if G is hyperbolic then H2
(=)
(G, l
=
(S))"0 for
all sets S.
Let ! be the Cayley graph of the group G for the finite set generators S. The set of
cellular 1-chains C
1
(!, R) with real coefficients is a normed linear space with the l
1
-norm D D
1
for the basis of oriented 1-cells of !. It can also be equipped with the l
2
-norm D D
2
for the
same basis. Proposition 12.10 then has the following consequence.
PROPOSITION 12.12. If G is a metabolic group with word metric d for the finite set of
generators S, then there is an imbedding f : GPC
1
(!, Z)LC
1
(!, R) and a constant K’0
such that
d(g, g@) D f (g)!f (g@) D
1
)Kd (g, g@) (12.1a)
and
d (g, g@)1@2)D f (g)!f (g@) D
2
)Kd (g, g@) (12.1b)
for all g, g@3G.
Proof. Let p(g, g@) be as in Proposition 12.10, where g, g@ range over the vertices G on !,
so we can consider the edge-path p(g, g@) as an element of C
1
(!, R). It follows from (1) and (2)
of Theorem 12.10 that there is a constant K’0 so that d (g, g@) D p (g, g@) D
1
)Kd(g, g@) for
all g, g@ of !. We define the map f :GPC
1
(G, R) by g>p(1, g). Then
D f (g@)!f (g) D
1
"Dp(g, g@) D
1
by property of Theorem 12.10, and the inequality (12.1a) follows.
Now p(g, g@)3C
1
(!, Z), so it is of the form p (g, g@)"+ n
i
e
i
, where n
i
3Z and e
i
are
distinct oriented edges. Hence one has (+ Dn
i
D )1@2)(+ n2
i
)1@2)+ Dn
i
D, from which inequality
(12.1b) follows.
Remark. It follows from (12.1a) that a metabolic group admits a bilipschitz imbedding
in the Banach space l
1
and from (12.1b) that it admits a ‘‘uniform’’ lipschitz imbedding in
the Hilbert space l
2
, in the terminology of [38], where in fact the metric is at most
quadratically distorted.
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Example. A quasi-convex subgroup H of a metabolic group G is metabolic. To see this,
one considers a nearest point projection o :GPH as in the proof of Theorem 7.3 to produce
a right inverse for the restriction homomorphism res :H2
(=)
(G, A)PH2
(=)
(H, A). Since
H2
(=)
(G, A)"0 it follows that H2
(=)
(H, A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A, and H is
metabolic.
Example (Suggested by M. Kapovich). Let X be a K(G, 1) with X(2) finite and let „ be
a maximal tree of XI . Associated to „ is a natural projection o
T
:C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) defined by
e> e ) [L1e, L0e]T ; here [v, v@]T denotes the geodesic in „ joining the vertices v, v@, and the
same symbol has been used for the circuit and the cycle it determines.
It is natural to ask when o
T
satisfies the criterion of Proposition 12.5, i.e. to ask when
Do
T
(c) D
4
)M Dc D
1
for constant M and all c3C
1
(XI ). But Do
T
(c) D
1
)C Do
T
(c) D
4
for a constant
C and all c3C
1
(XI ) since the map from quotient norm to l
1
-norm is continuous, so the two
inequalities together imply Do
T
(e) D
1
is bounded, where e ranges over edges of XI . But this
implies that the distances d
T
(L
0
e, L
1
e) are bounded, and the boundedness of these distances
is equivalent to the assertion that the inclusion „LXI (1) is a quasi-isometry. But this last
statement implies that the Cayley graph of G is quasi-isometric to the tree „, whence G is
virtually free [25].
Hence we see that if the projection o
T
satisfies the criterion of Proposition 12.5, then the
group G is virtually free. It follows that, except for virtually free groups, combings satisfying
the criterion of Proposition 12.5 cannot arise from maximal trees in the Cayley graph.
13. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES
Definition. Let X be a space of type K (G, 1) with X(i) finite for i)n#1. We say that
X satisfies the linear isoperimetric inequality for n-cycles if there exists M’0 so that for all
z3Z
n
(XI ) there exists c3C
n`1
(XI ) such that Lc"z and Dc D
1
)M Dz D
1
. Here the norms are the
l
1
-norms for the chain groups C
n`1
(XI ), C
n
(XI ).
One can show that the linear isoperimetric inequality for n-cycles is a geometric
property of groups, so we can speak of G satisfying the linear isoperimetric inequality for
n-cycles.
This notion can be reformulated in terms of the ‘‘standard norm’’ Dz D
4
"
inf M Dc D
1
D c3C
n`1
(XI ), Lc"zN as follows.
LEMMA 13.1. X satisfies the linear isoperimetric inequality for n-cycles iff the standard
norm on n-cycles is equivalent to the restriction of the l
1
norm on C
n
(XI ) to Z
n
(XI ).
Proof. The existence of a constant M’0 so that Dz D
1
)M Dz D
4
, z3Z
n
(XI ), follows since
the map from quotient (i.e. filling) norm to l
1
-norm is continuous. The existence of M’0 so
that (1/M) Dz D
4
)Dz D
1
is equivalent to the linear isoperimetric inequality for n-cycles, which
therefore holds iff the two norms are equivalent.
Remark. We show in Appendix A that a finitely presented group is hyperbolic iff it
satisfies the linear isoperimetric inequality for 2-chains filling 1-cycles.
Problem. Do hyperbolic groups satisfy the linear isoperimetric inequality for n-cycles
for all n*1?
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It may come as a surprise that this is an open question. In fact, the case n"2 was only
recently settled as a consequence of results of [3]. Otherwise all that is known is that, since
hyperbolic groups are automatic and automatic groups satisfy the isoperimetric inequalities
of Euclidean space [11], hyperbolic groups satisfy these latter isoperimetric inequalities.
The main result of this section is
THEOREM 13.2. Metabolic groups satisfy the linear isoperimetric inequality for n-cycles
for all n*1.
Proof. Let G be a metabolic group. Since G is hyperbolic, there exists a space X of type
K(G, 1) is X(n) finite for all n by Rips’s theorem [25]. Thus C
n
(XI ) is a finitely generated
ZG-module for all n.
We shall establish by induction on i that
(1) Z
i
(XI ) is a retract by a bounded homomorphism of C
i
(XI ), and
(2) the standard norm on Z
i
(XI ) is equivalent to the l
1
-norm.
The induction starts with i"1, where (1) holds by Theorem 12.9 and (2) holds by the result
of Appendix A.
Suppose then in the inductive step that (1) and (2) hold for i"n!1*1. We establish
them for i"n. Consider the exact sequence
0PZ
n
(XI )PL C
n
(XI )PLn Z
n~1
(XI )P0. (13.3)
By the inductive hypothesis there is a bounded retraction o
n~1
: C
n~1
(XI )PZ
n~1
(XI ) for the
inclusion and by (1) the two norms on Z
n~1
(XI ) are equivalent. So there exists a constant
M’0 so that for each (n!1)-cell e of XI there exists c(e)3C
n
(XI ) with Lc(e)"o
n~1
(e) and
Dc(e) D
1
)M. The association e> c (e) extends then to a bounded homomorphism
s
n~1
: C
n~1
(XI )PC
n
(XI ) such that L
n °
s
n~1
(z)"z for all z3Z
n~1
(XI ), and the restriction of
s to Z
n~1
is a bounded section for the map L. It follows that the endomorphism 1!s
n~1 °
L
n
of C
n
(XI ) factors to give a bounded retraction o
n
for the inclusion Z
n
(XI )LC
n
(XI ), where
Z
n
is equipped with the l
1
-norm. This establishes (1) for i"n.
We proceed now to establish (2) for i"n. Let e be an n-cell of XI , so Do
n
(e) D
1
)M for
constant M, since o
n
is bounded. Now write o
n
(e)"z
1
#z
2
#2#z
k
where z
i
is an n-cycle
with connected support S (z
i
) and the support of z is the disjoint union of the S (z
i
), 1)i)k,
k)M. Note that each Dz
i
D
1
)M and the diameter of S (z
i
) is at most MK for some constant
K, where K is the maximum diameter of support of an n-cell of XI . Hence there exist g
i
3G
such that the support of gz
i
is contained in B
MK
(v
0
), the ball of radius MK centered at the
base point v
0
of XI . But there are only finitely many n-cycles of l
1
-norm at most M sup-
ported in B
MK
(v
0
). Writing each of these as the boundary of an (n#1)-chain, we see that
there is maximum norm M@ for a filling of z
i
which is independent of i and of e. Thus o
n
(e) is
the boundary of an (n#1)-chain s
n
(e) of l
1
-norm at most kM@)MM@, where M, M@ are
constants independent of the n-cell e.
Now define s
n
: C
n
(XI )PC
n`1
(XI ) as the linear extension of the map e> s
n
(e), so
L
n`1 °
s
n
(e)"o
n
(e) for all n-cells e. Then the composition of the inclusion Z
n
(XI )LC
n
(XI )
with s
n
is a bounded homomorphism with norm at most MM@ such that Ds
n
(z) D
1
)MM@ Dz D
1
and L
n`1 °
s
n
(z)"z for all z3Z
n
(XI ). It follows that Dz D
4
)MM@ Dz D
1
, whence the two norms
on Z
n
(XI ) are equivalent, and (2) is established. This completes the proof. K
COROLLARY 13.4. ‚et X be a space of type K (G, 1) where X(n) is finite for all n. If G is
metabolic, then Hn
(=)
(XI , A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A and all n*2.
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Proof. Let z"Zn
(=)
(XI , A), n*2. Then z is the same thing as a bounded homomorphism
f :Z
n~1
(XI )PA, where Z
n~1
(XI ) is given the standard norm. But this is equivalent to the
restriction of the l
1
-norm from C
n~1
by the theorem, so composing f with
o
n~1
: C
n~1
(XI )PZ
n~1
(XI ) gives a bounded homomorphism f °on~1 : Cn~1(XI )PA. Now
this latter map is the same thing as a cochain c3Cn~1
(=)
(XI , A) with dc"z, and it follows that
Hn
(=)
(XI , A)"0.
THEOREM 13.5. ‚et X be a space of type K(G, 1) with X(n) finite for all n. A necessary and
sufficient condition that G be metabolic is that there exist homomorphisms
s
n
:C
n
(XI )PC
n`1
(XI ), n*0, where s
n
is bounded for the l
1
-norms on the chain groups of XI for
n*1, so that 1"L
n`1
s
n
#s
n~1
L
n
for all n*1.
Proof . Suppose first that the bounded homomorphisms s
n
exist, n*1, satisfying the
conclusion. Define o
1
: C
1
(XI )PC
1
(XI ) by o
1
"L
2 °
s
1
. This map is clearly bounded for the
l
1
-norm on C
1
(XI ) and takes values in Z
1
(XI ). If z3Z
1
(XI ), then o
1
(z)"L
2
s
1
(z)"
(L
2
s
1
#s
0
L
1
) (z)"z, and it follows that o
1
gives a bounded retraction of C
1
(XI ) to Z
1
(XI ).
Thus G is metabolic.
Conversely, if G is metabolic, then a bounded retraction o
1
: C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) exists. The
construction of the proof of Theorem 13.2 produced bounded homomorphisms
s
n
:C
n
(XI )PC
n`1
for n*1 so that 1"L
n`1
s
1
#s
n~1
L
n
for all n*2, and such that
o
1
"L
2
s
1
. To complete the proof we need only define a homomorphism s
0
: C
0
(XI )PC
1
(XI )
so that 1"L
2
s
1
#s
0
L
1
. For this we refer to Theorem 12.9(7), which produced a bounded
splitting s for the boundary map L
1
: C
1
(XI )PB
0
(XI ). We recall that s was constructed by
observing that the endomorphism 1!i °o1 of C1(XI ) (where i : Z1(XI )PC1(XI ) is the
inclusion) kills Z
1
(XI ) and hence factorizes to give a bounded section s : B
0
(XI )PC
1
(XI )
for L
1
.
Pick a vertex v
0
as base point for XI and define s
0
: C
0
(XI )PC
1
(XI ) as the linear
extension of the map v> s(v!v
0
). One checks that 1!L
2
s
1
"1!i °o1"s0L1, and the
proof is complete. K
Remark. The meaning of Theorem 13.5 is that the chain complex C
*
(XI ) admits
a contracting homotopy Ms
n
, n*0N so that s
n
is a bounded homomorphism for n*1. The
homomorphism s
0
is not bounded for the l
1
-norm on C
0
(XI ) although its restriction
s"s
0
DB
0
(XI ) :B0
(XI )PC
1
(XI ) is bounded for the standard norm on B
0
(XI ).
COROLLARY 13.6. …ith X, G as in „heorem 13.5 and G metabolic, one has that the
inclusion Bi
(=)
(XI , A)LZi
(=)
(XI , A) is undistorted for all normed abelian groups A and all i*2.
Proof. If f3Zi
(=)
(XI , A) then f is a bounded map f : C
i
(XI )PA which vanishes on B
i
(XI ).
But 1"s
i~1
L
i
#L
i`1
s
i
so f"f ° si~1 ° Li . Since si~1 is bounded for i*2, it follows that
f3Bi
(=)
(XI , A), f"dh where h"f ° si~13Ci~1(=) (XI , A), and we get a linear bound on the norm
of h in terms of that of f. This shows that the inclusion in the statement of the corollary is
undistorted.
Here is an application of the preceding result.
PROPOSITION 13.7. ‚et G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of metabolic groups.
„hen Hn
(=)
(G, A)"0 for all normed abelian groups A and all n*3.
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Remark. There is no assumption here of quasi-convexity on the inclusion of edge groups
in vertex groups in the graph of groups.
Proof of Proposition 13.7. We apply the analog of the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence of
Section 9 (where the results were stated for Z-coefficients) to general normed coefficient
groups A. The term Hn
(=)
(G, A) occurs between a term involving an l
=
product involving
(n!1)-dimensional cycles and boundaries for the edge groups and a term involving an l
=
product involving n-dimensional cycles and boundaries for vertex groups. Using Proposi-
tion 13.7 one deduces that both of these terms surrounding Hn
(=)
(G, A) vanish provided
n*3.
Remark. An example of a nonvanishing H3
(=)
is given by H3
(=)
(G, Z) where G is any
lattice in a 3-dimensional solvable Lie group [16].
Remark. The inclusion B1
(=)
(XI , A)LZ1
(=)
(XI , A) is distorted in general. This can be seen
from the fact that the inclusion B
0
(XI )LC
0
(XI ) is in general distorted, where B
0
(XI ) is
equipped with the standard norm from the surjection C
1
(XI )PL B
0
(XI ) and where C
0
(XI ) is
equipped with the l
1
-norm for the basis of 0-cells.
We return now to the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence considered in section 9, Corollary
9.2, but in the situation of arbitrary normed abelian coefficient group A, where we observe
that the theory works in the same way for A as for coefficients Z, the case considered in
section 9. The terms in the exact sequence given in Corollary 9.2 are in general difficult to
compute, as we observed in Lemma 9.3, because the coboundaries B j
(=)
are distorted in the
cocycles Zj
(=)
, and this complicates the calculation of quotients <
(=)
Zj
(=)
/<
(=)
B j
(=)
appear-
ing in there. In the case when the edge and vertex stabilizers and metabolic, there is no
distortion here for j*2, as was established in Corollary 13.6. However, there is distortion in
general for j"1, as we observed in the Remark immediately preceding.
There is one case however where there is no distortion for j"1, occurring in the next
result.
PROPOSITION 13.8. ‚et G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of metabolic groups,
where all edge groups are finite. „hen G is metabolic.
Proof. We claim that for a finite group H with X a space of type K (H, 1) with finite
n-skeleton for all n, the inclusion Bj
(=)
(XI , A)LZj
(=)
(XI , A) is undistorted for all j*1. Since
H is metabolic, it follows from Corollary 13.6 that only the case j"1 remains to be
considered. However if we take a presentation of H with all of the elements of H as
generators, then this question reduces to the statements that the inclusion I
H
LZH is
undistorted and that there is a bounded retraction for the inclusion; here I
H
is the
augmentation ideal in the group ring ZH. Here an edge of XI maps by the boundary map to
a difference h!h@, h, h@3H, and one sees easily that the quotient (filling) norm for an
element b"+ k
i/1
n
k
h
i
3I
H
is the sum of those n
i
which are positive, n
i
3Z, h
i
3H. On the
other hand, the norm of b considered in ZH is +
i
Dn
i
D. Since +
i
n
i
"0, the norms differ by
a factor of 2, and it follows that the inclusion I
H
LZH is undistorted. It is immediate now
that the map +
h |H
n
h
h>+
h |H
n
h
(h!1) is a bounded retraction for the inclusion I
H
LZH.
It follows that the H1
(=)
term from the edges in the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence is
<
(=)
Z1
(=)
/<
(=)
B1
(=)
"<
(=)
H1
(=)
"0, since the individual factors H1
(=)
(H, A) are zero for
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H a finite group. Exactness then shows that H2
(=)
(G, A)"0 for all A, and hence G is
metabolic. This completes the proof. K
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APPENDIX A: NORM TOPOLOGIES ON A RELATION MODULE
Let X be a space of type K (G, 1) with X(2) finite. Then Z
1
(XI ), the 1-cycles of the Cayley
graph XI (1), is traditionally called the module of relations. It is naturally provided with two
norms which are in general inequivalent. The ‘‘standard norm’’ (or filling norm) of z3Z
1
(XI )
is given by Dz D
4
"infM Dc D
1
Dc3C
2
(XI ), Lc"zN. Th l
1
-norm Dz D
1
is just the restriction of the
l
1
-norm on C
1
(XI ) for the basis of 1-cells. Since the map from filling norm to l
1
-norm is
continuous, there exists M’0 so that Dz D
1
)M Dz D
4
for all z3Z
1
(XI ).
THEOREM A.1. „he standard norm and l
1
-norm on Z
1
(XI ) are equivalent iff G is hyper-
bolic.
Proof. Suppose first that the two norms are equivalent. If w is an edge-circuit in XI (1),
then the weak area of w is Dw D
4
, where the cycle determined by w is denoted by the same
letter, as follows from results of [20]. From the equivalence of the two norms, we deduce
that w-Area(w) C Dw D
1
)Cl(w) for a constant C independent of w. Thus G satisfies the
‘‘weak linear isoperimetric inequality’, which was shown in [20] to be equivalent to the
linear isoperimetric inequality. It follows that G is hyperbolic.
Conversely, suppose that G is hyperbolic. Then Area(w) C l (w) for constant C’0
and for all edge-circuits w in XI (1). We shall show that this implies Dz D
4
)C Dz D
1
for all
z3Z
1
(XI ).
LEMMA A.2. For each z3Z
1
(XI ) there exist simple closed edge-circuits z
1
, z
2
,2, zk (where
k depends on z) so that
(1) z"z
1
#z
2
#2#z
k
, and
(2) Dz D
1
"+k
i/1
Dz
i
D
1
.
Proof. If zO0 we choose an orientation on the edges of XI so that all edges appearing in
the linear combination z appear with positive coefficient. Let the oriented edge e
1
of
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XI appear with nonzero coefficient in the (unique) expression of z as a linear combination of
oriented edges. Since Lz"0, the vertex L
1
e
1
must be cancelled by L
0
e
2
for some oriented
edge e
2
appearing in the sum. In this way one constructs for each i*1 an oriented edge e
i
appearing in the sum such that L
1
e
i
"L
0
e
i`1
. Since the sum z is finite, repetitions must
occur, so there is a least nonnegative integer p so that e
i
"e
i`p`1
for some i. It follows that
z
1
"e
i
e
i`1
2e
i`p
is a simple edge-circuit with each e
j
appearing with nonzero coefficient in
the sum z, i)j)i#p. We have z"z
1
#(z!z
1
) where Dz D
1
"Dz D
1
#Dz!z
1
D
1
, Dz
1
D
1
’0.
Hence Dz!z
1
D
1
(Dz D
1
, and we can continue by induction. This completes the proof. K
Now let z, z
1
, z
2
,2, zk be as in the lemma. Since each zi is a simple edge-circuit,
we have Dz
i
D
4
"w-Area(z
i
) Area(z
i
) C l(z
i
)"C Dz
i
D
1
. Hence Dz D
4
"D +k
i/1
z
i
D
4
)
+k
i/1
Dz
i
D
4
)C+k
i/1
Dz
i
D
1
"C Dz D
1
, and the proof is complete. K
APPENDIX B: REMARKS ON THIN COMBINGS
Let X be a space of type K (G, 1) with X(2) finite. Recall from Theorem 12.9(6) that a thin
combing of XI (1) consists of a set of edge-paths u(v), v3XI (0), from the base point v
0
to the
vertex v such that there is a uniform bound on the areas of the edge-circuits
n(e)"u(L
0
e) ) e )u(L1e)~1 as e ranges over the oriented edges of XI . The original formula-
tion required a uniform bound on weak areas, but it is easy to see that this is equivalent to
a uniform bound on the l
1
-norms of the 1-cycles determined by the circuits n (e) in Z
1
(XI ),
and that this in turn is equivalent to a uniform bound on the areas of the corresponding
circuits.
It is important to realize that this bound on Area(n (e)) does not imply that the diameters
of the supports of the cycles determined by n (e) in C
1
(XI ) are bounded. One can picture for
example an eyeglass frame with an arbitrarily long nose bridge. But more to the print, the
failure of the diameters of the supports of the cycles n (e) to be bounded in an essential
feature of the combing u, as is made clear by the next result.
PROPOSITION B.1. ‚et u be a thin combing of XI , where X is a closed hyperbolic surface.
‚et S (e) be the support of the 1-chain determined by the circuit n (e)"u(L
0
e) ) e )u(L1e)~1
where e is an edge of XI . ‚et M (e) be the diameter of the union of e and S(e). „hen the numbers
M(e) are unbounded as e ranges over the edges of XI .
Proof of Proposition B.1. We argue by contradiction, assuming that u is a thin combing
with M’0 a bound on the numbers M (e). We define o : C
1
(XI )PZ
1
(XI ) by o (e)"n (e),
where n (e) on the right side denotes, by abuse of notation, the cycle determined by the
circuit of that name. We have already seen in Section 13 that o is a bounded retraction of
normed abelian groups (the norm on Z
1
(XI ) is unambiguous since X is a hyperbolic surface,
by Appendix A above), and hence o determines an l
=
1-cochain c3C1
(=)
(XI , Z
1
(XI )) by the
rule c(e)"o(e). So far the situation is as in Section 13, and we have dc"u, where
u3Z2
(=)
(XI , Z
1
(XI )) is the universal l
=
2-cocycle.
Now XI can be identified with the hyperbolic plane (up to coarse quasi-isometry), for
which we use the Poincare´ disc model. Choose our base vertex to be the origin and consider
the open ball B (M#r) of radius M#r centered at the origin. The complement is
homotopy equivalent to a circle, so we can find a simple edge-circuit w in XI !B (M#r)
which represents a generator of its fundamental group. Let D be the disc bounded by w in XI ,
which we view as a van Kampen diagram imbedded in XI . Now XI is contractible, so we have
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C
2
(XI ):L B
1
(XI )"Z
1
(XI ). Let D denote the chain it determines in these groups by an abuse
of notation; this is harmless since the 3 groups are canonically identified and have
equivalent norms. We then have
D"Su, DT"Sdc, DT"Sc, LDT.
Now the support of the right-hand side of this equation is contained in the M-neighbor-
hood of the boundary cycle LD"w, so this is disjoint from B (r). On the other hand, B (r) is
contained in the support of the left-hand side. For positive r this is a contradiction.
It follows that the numbers M (e) are unbounded, and the proof is complete. K
There is also the question of equivariance properties of thin combings, which we can
now dispose of in the negative.
COROLLARY B.2. ‚et X be a closed hyperbolic surface and let p : B
0
(XI )PC
1
(XI ) be
a bounded additive section for the boundary map L : C
1
(XI )PB
0
(XI ). „hen p cannot be chosen
equivariantly for the left action of G.
Proof. We argue by contradiction, assuming to the contrary that p is G-equivariant. Let
p(v, v@) be an edge-path of XI chosen equivariantly so that p(v@!v)"p (v, v@), where we use
the same symbol p(v, v@) for the 1-chain it determines in C
1
(XI ). Choose a vertex v
0
as base
point. Let K be a bound on Dp (v, v) D
1
where v, v@ are at distance 1 (see Theorem 12.10(2)).
We claim that the paths p (v
0
, v) give a thin combing of XI . To see this, let e be an oriented
edge of XI joining the vertex v to the vertex v@, and let n (e)"p (v@, v) ) e ) p (v0, v@)~1. Then
Dn (e) D
1
"Dp (v
0
, v)#e!p(v
0
, v@) D
1
"Dp (v@, v)#e D
1
)K#1, and it follows that this com-
bing is thin.
But there are only finitely many orbits of such edges e under the G-action, so there are
only finitely many orbits of 1-chains n (e)"p (v@, v)#e. This implies that the union of S (e)
and e has uniformly bounded diameter, where S (e) is the support of the chain n (e) and where
e ranges over the edges of XI . But this contradicts Proposition B.1, and the result follows.
I want now to point out another feature of thin combings which shows just how strange
they really are. Proposition B.1 shows that for a thin combing of a hyperbolic surface group
the supports of the 1-chains associated to the edge-circuits n(e) cannot be localized to
a uniform diameter neighborhood of the edge e. In fact this lack of locality is even more
extreme, as is the content of
PROPOSITION B.3. ‚et M be a closed triangulated hyperbolic surface and let u be a thin
combing of MI (1) from the base point. „hen for every 2-cell a of X, there are infinitely many
oriented edges e of X so that a appears with nonvanishing coefficient in the 2-chain associated
to every filling of the edge-circuit n (e)"u(L
0
e) ) e )u(L1e)~1.
Proof. Note that MI is a quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic plane, hence MI is a contract-
ible 2-complex. Thus the 2-chain associated to a filling of an edge-circuit of MI (1) is
independent of the filling. It is equivalent to say that the cellular boundary map
C
2
(MI )PL1 B
1
(MI ) is an isomorphism, and hence B
1
(MI ) is isomorphic as normed abelian
group with the standard norm to C
2
(MI ) with the l
1
-norm for basis of an oriented set of
2-cells.
We recall from Section 13 how a thin combing u arises from a bounded retraction
o : C
1
(MI )PB
1
(MI ) for the inclusion homomorphism B
1
(MI )LC
1
(MI ). One chooses a ver-
tex v
0
as base point and one selects any edge path p
v
from v
0
to the vertex v. Then the
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sOne sees by taking p
v
"u (v) that o(u(v))"0, and hence that n (e)"o (n (e))"o (e), since o is a retraction of
1-chains onto 1-cycles.
1-chain of the edge-path u(v) from v
0
to v is given by p
v
!o (p
v
) (so u(v) itself is not
determined but only its 1-chain in C
1
(MI )). One checks that the 1-chain u(v) is independent
of the choice of path p
v
. Then one has n (e)"o (e) as 1-chains.s
We proceed now by contradiction and assume that there is a 2-cell a of MI such that
a occurs in fillings of only finitely many n (e), say, n (e
1
), n (e
2
),2,n (en), and note from the
preceding paragraph that n (e
i
)"o (e
i
) for each i. Let F the integer valued function on 2-cells
given by F(a)"1 and F (b)"0 if bO$a. Then F3Z2
f
(MI , Z), where the subscript ‘‘f ’’
indicates compact supports. We recall in this context that H2
f
(MI , Z)"Z and that the class
of F is a generator. Consider now the 1-cochain F°o. Since a occurs only in fillings of the
n(e
i
)"o (e
i
), it follows that F °o is supported on the 1-cells ei , 1)i)n, and hence that
F°o3C1f(MI , Z). In addition we have d (F°o)"F °o ° L1"F (we are using here the identi-
fication of B
1
(MI ) with C
2
(MI ) via the isomorphism L
1
). But this means that H2
f
(MI , Z)"0,
a contradiction.
It follows that every 2-cell must occur in fillings of infinitely many of the 1-cycles n (e),
and the proof is complete.
APPENDIX C. NORMED ABELIAN GROUPS
Definition. A normed abelian group (A, D D) consists of an abelian group A and a func-
tion D D :APR such that (1) D!a D"Da D for all a3A, (2) Da#b D)Da D#Db D, for a, b3A and
(3) Da D*0 with Da D"0 iff a"0. If (3’) is replaced by (3’) Da D*0 for all a3A, we call
A a pseudonormed abelian group.
Two norms D D and D D@ on A are called equivalent if there exists K’0 so that
(1/K) Da D)Da D@)K Da D for all a3A.
We say that the normed abelian group A is bounded if there exists M’0 such that
Da D)M for all a3A. For example, any abelian group A can be equipped with the bounded
norm given by Da D"1 if aO0 and D0 D"0.
A homomorphism f : APB of normed abelian groups is said to be bounded if there exists
M’0 so that D f (a) D)M Da D for all a3A. It is said to be undistorted if it is injective and
bounded and if in addition there exists K’0 so that Da D)K D f (a) D for all a3A. Note that
the bounded injective homomorphism f is undistorted iff the norm a> D f (a) D and the given
norm on A are equivalent.
If f :APB is a surjective homomorphism of abelian groups and if A is equipped with the
norm a> Da D, then the quotient pseudonorm on B is determined by the rule
Db D"inf MDa D D a3A, f (a)"bN, b3B.
A short exact sequence
0PA@Pi APj A@@P0
of normed abelian groups is said to be proper if i is undistorted and if the given norm on A@@
is equivalent to the quotient pseudonorm determined by the norm on A and the surjective
homomorphism j.
Let X@ be a K (G, 1) complex with finite n-skeleton and let X be its universal cover. Then
the l
=
cohomology groups Hi
(=)
(X, A) are defined for all normed abelian groups A and all
i)n.
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LEMMA C.1. If A is bounded, then Hi
(=)
(X, A)"0 for all i*1.
Proof. We have C|
(=)
(X, A)"C|(X, A) since A is bounded. Since X is contractible, this
gives Hi
(=)
(X, A)"Hi(X, A)"0 for all i*1.
PROPOSITION C.2. …e have Hi
(=)
(G, l
=
(S, Z))"Hi
(=)
(G, l
=
(S, R)) for all i*2 for which
the l
=
-cohomology is defined.
Proof. We have the proper short exact sequence of normed abelian groups
0Pl
=
(S, Z)Pl
=
(S, R)PAP0, (C1)
where A is the quotient group equipped with the quotient norm. Observe that A is bounded,
since every real valued function is at most distance 1
2
from an integer valued function.
But there is a long exact coefficient sequence for l
=
-cohomology for a proper short exact
sequence
0PA@Pi APj A@@P0 (C2)
of normed abelian groups. Let us quickly sketch the argument. One has an induced short
exact sequence of cochain complexes
0PC*
(=)
(X, A@)PC*
(=)
(X, A)PC|
(=)
(X, A@@)P0
which induces in the usual way the long sequence of l
=
-cohomology groups when these are
defined.
We apply the long exact sequence to (C1) and use Lemma C.1 to give vanishing of every
third term, and the conclusion of Proposition C.2 follows.
COROLLARY C.3. „he following assertions are equivalent for a finitely presented group G.
(1) H2
(=)
(G, l
=
(S, Z))"0 for all sets S.
(2) H2
(=)
(G, l
=
(S, R))"0 for all sets S.
Another application of the technique of Proposition C.2 is the following.
PROPOSITION C.4. ‚et » be a normed linear space over R and let »K be its completion.„hen
for every finitely presented group G we have Hi
(=)
(G, »):Hi
(=)
(G, »K ) for all i*2 for which
the l
=
-cohomology is defined.
Proof. We have the short exact sequence of abelian groups
0P»P»K P»K /»P0. (C3)
Observe that » is undistorted in »K since the norm on »K extends that on », and observe that
the quotient pseudonorm on »K /» is identically 0. It follows that (C3) is a proper short exact
sequence where the third term »K /» is only pseudonormed. We still have the long exact
sequence of l
=
-cohomology groups in a range of dimensions and vanishing of Hi
(=)
(G, »K /» )
for all i*1. It follows that Hi
(=)
(G, » ):Hi
(=)
(G, »K ) for all i*2 for which these groups are
defined.
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APPENDIX D. UPDATE AS OF MAY 1997
This paper was written in the summer and autumn of 1995, and much as happened in
the interim, during which the paper was being referred. In 1995 I was experimenting with
new ideas like applying l
=
-cohomology with coefficients other than R or Z. That turned out
to be fruitful idea, while some of the other experiments have not yet proved so useful. I have
omitted those from the final version. The main results of this paper as I now see things are
Corollary 6.7, which gives a converse for the combination theorem of [5], Corollary 10.3,
which gives a cohomological criterion for a finitely generated subgroup of a hyperbolic
group to be quasi-convex, and the vanishing Theorem 5.5 in the version given following
Definition 6.1, which states that H2
(=)
(G) vanishes strongly for a hyperbolic group.
I succeeded in December 1996 in showing that a finitely presented group G is hyperbolic
iff H2
(=)
(G, l
=
)"0, where l
=
is the Banach space of bounded functions on Z in the sup
norm; this condition is equivalent to the strong vanishing of H2
(=)
(G).s In May 1997 I proved
that the finitely presented group G is hyperbolic iff H(1)
1
(G, R)"0, where H(1)
*
is the
l
1
-homology.t The reformulation in terms of homology appears to be especially useful
since the Mayer-Vietoris sequence is easier to apply than the corresponding result in
cohomology.
The situation with metabolicity is still unclear. If Professor Gromov’s suggestions [28]
on the properties of the ‘geodesic flow’ can be confirmed for general hyperbolic groups, then
it appears to follow that all hyperbolic groups are metabolic. There are several people
working on this, but the outcome is still in doubt. I omitted the construction of thin
combings from the final version because my contribution overlaped with the result of [34]
Appendix.
In the meantime I proposed a weaker notion of R-metabolicity which has proved to be
useful and easier to establish in examples; the finitely presented group G is said to be
R-metabolic if H2
(=)
(G, » )"0 for all normed linear spaces » over R. By Proposition C.3
above, G is R-metabolic iff H2
(=)
(G, » )"0 for all Banach spaces ». Metabolicity implies
R-metabolicity, which in turn implies hyperbolicity, but it not known if either implication
can be reversed.
D. Toledo and I showed that the fundamental group of a closed Riemannian manifold of
strictly negative sectional curvature is R-metabolic,° and I. Mineyev has shown that if G is
the fundamental group of a finite piecewise hyperbolic simplicial complex (so all simplices
are geodesic simplices in hyperbolic space and all gluings along faces are done by isometries)
of nonpositive curvature (so all links satisfy the CAT(1)-condition), then G is R-metabolic.E
However the issue of the geodesic flow turns out, the connection between (R-)metabolicity
and negative curvature is firmly established.
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